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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This is a report with the intention of exploring Hong Kong’s
potential as a regional financial hub for attracting capital to
finance infrastructure projects that are green and sustainable,
in light of the urgent need to transition to a low carbon or net
zero economy. The Report is focusing on the financial vehicle of
investment funds, as the green and sustainable bonds and loans
markets are relatively more developed.
According to the latest Global Sustainable Investment Alliance
report, worldwide ESG (environmental, social and governance)
investments grew by 15% between 2018 and 2020 and
reached US$35.3 trillion in terms of assets under management
(AUM).1 Green and sustainable infrastructure (G&S Infra)i, a
fundamental component of the ESG universe, has demonstrated
promising prospects for investment speculation. Data from
Refinitiv Infrastructure 360 shows that in 2020 alone, US$272
billion was invested in sustainable infrastructure (which includes
green infrastructure) projects across categories including wind,
solar, waste and several others. This includes 1,477 individual
sustainable infrastructure projects globally, which is more than
three times the total number announced a decade earlier.2
However, the world currently still faces a US$15 trillion
infrastructure investment gap by 2040.3 As an international
financial centre with a well-established financial platform, Hong
Kong can help to channel funding from capital market towards
investments in sustainable infrastructure in order to promote
sustainability and combat climate change.
It is important to note that sustainability is more than addressing
climate change-related risks, but climate change in recent years
have no doubt come to the forefront of sustainability discussions
with its urgency increasingly recognised. Climate change-related
risks have imposed dire challenges to the world. The frequent
occurrence of extreme weather events in recent years has
disrupted social orders and business operations, translating into
heavy costs on society and economy. In order to mitigate the
negative impacts of climate change and strive for sustainable
growth, governments and organisations around the world have

i.

set their own science-based carbon emissions reduction targets
and committed significant investments towards achieving a
“greener” economy.
Our Report is in response to the objectives of the Paris
Agreement (as reiterated at the 26th Conference of the
Parties (COP26) held at Glasgow in November 2021) and the
climate commitments of Mainland China and Hong Kong,
including the latest Climate Action Plan 2050 announced
by the Hong Kong Government. Against the backdrop of
Hong Kong’s accelerated efforts in consolidating its status as
the regional green and sustainable finance hub, this Report
aims to investigate the critical roles that G & S Infra plays
in achieving global climate goals, how investment funds
can facilitate G & S Infra financing and the advantages and
hurdles of setting up and operating such funds in Hong Kong.
This Report focuses on Hong Kong’s potential to become a
hub attracting capital for G & S Infra especially through the
financial vehicle of investment funds. It focuses on aspects
that would be relevant should the Hong Kong Government
chooses to introduce policies to facilitate or attract the setting
up of such investment funds in Hong Kong, from potential tax
incentives to fund structures to providing guidance on what
would be G & S Infra to avoid “greenwashing”, i.e. misleading
claims by borrowers/issuers about the positive environmental
impacts of the green projects. From the starting point of
attracting capital for investment funds, this Report examines
the green and sustainable definitions widely adopted by
the international capital markets, which are complementary
to the civil engineering industry-led infrastructure-specific
sustainability frameworks or rating schemes. While a variety
of guidelines and standards are available in the market to
provide guidance for the identification of infrastructure
projects as well as green and sustainability rating, this Report
seeks to explore some of the most representative market
practices instead of providing an exhaustive list of such
practices and their application.

Definition is always a challenge for every report, and particularly so for ESG reports with its universe of different standards and its fast-evolving
ecosystem. This Report examines infrastructure projects that are, as commonly described by general readers, “green” and “sustainable”. Both
concepts will be further explored in later chapters (likewise, “infrastructure” is subject to definition too). The research of this Report shows that the
term “green infrastructure” is used in land-use planning and ecological conservation to refer to such infrastructure like wetlands and urban sewage
system with natural elements, and the inclusion of such “green infrastructure” in the projects that may be covered by the G & S Infra investment
funds this Report advocates for is welcomed. However, the G & S Infra covered in this Report will be broader. This Report also puts an emphasis
on “green” as today’s ecosystem of “green” remains the more developed and measurable subset of sustainable finance, which is an important
discussion as industry concerns over “greenwashing” increase.
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G & S Infra is critical to realising carbon
neutrality, yet how to identify such projects
is unclear

Investment fund as an important vehicle in
closing the huge funding gap and achieving
global climate goals

Infrastructure plays a crucial role in the operation of global
economy. Emission-intensive industries such as energy,
transportation and communication—if supported by the right
infrastructure and investment—can serve as key enablers for
the transition to a low-carbon economy.

Significant investments are required to achieve global carbon
net zero and carbon neutralityiii targets. For example, in
Mainland China, RMB 138 trillion (US$21 trillion) of new
investment is needed to support the 1.5°C transition pathway
by 2050, accounting for 2.5% of China’s annual GDP.4
Currently, with public funding being a major source for
infrastructure investment, the funding gap is huge to meet
the growing demand for G & S Infra.

Given the importance and capital-intensive nature of
infrastructure, it is widely recognised by governments of
different jurisdictions that incentive policies are crucial to
boosting the development of infrastructure in a green and
sustainable manner. Accurately identifying such infrastructure
projects and their integrity of “green” is the key to ensuring
that eligible projects can benefit from such policies without
falling into the pitfall of “greenwashing”.
So far, the lack of universal definition for “infrastructure”
or “green and sustainable” across different jurisdictions has
been cited as a challenge for investors or fund managers to
identify eligible projects to invest in and for infrastructure
projects to attract funding from local and foreign investors.
However, things are fast changing.
International efforts are speeding up to standardise the
definition of green and sustainable activities (EU Sustainable
Finance Taxonomy, China’s Green Bond Endorsed Project
Catalogue) and to harmonise taxonomies to ensure
comparability and interoperability (Common Ground
Taxonomy), alongside various efforts to define “green
infrastructure” or “sustainable infrastructure” by development
banks and industry bodies. In particular, during COP26 in early
November 2021, the FAST-Infra Sustainable Infrastructure
Label (SI Label) was launchedii. This is a public-private
collaboration that aims to set standards that will “[transform]
sustainable infrastructure into a mainstream, liquid asset class”.
The SI Label provides a list of indicative and non-exhaustive
list of sustainable infrastructure assets, and 14 sustainability
dimensions relevant to infrastructure with an indicative list of
indicators, all to be updated over time.

In order to close such investment gap, public-private
partnership (PPP) model is highly recommended by the
Chinese Government. Traditionally, green bank loans and
green bonds have been the major financing options in this
model while the potentials of green investment funds appear
to be overlooked. However, since the inaugural launch of the
nine Chinese infrastructure REITs in June 2021, the pivotal
role of investment funds in mobilising private capital for
infrastructure projects has been increasingly recognised.5
As a regional financial hub in APAC, Hong Kong is already
a popular hub for fund managers to manage both onshore
and offshore funds. It can also become an important hub for
public and private infrastructure funds which can effectively
channel local and international investors’ monies to target G
& S Infra assets.

Hong Kong provides a well-established common
law system and attractive fund structures for
investors and fund managers
Hong Kong has a unique bilingual English-Chinese common
law system with its rule of law based on case precedent and
judicial independence. It is also the only jurisdiction outside
of Mainland China that has mutual arrangements with the
Mainland for judicial assistance across civil and commercial
matters, making it the ideal place for resolving relevant civil
and commercial disputes.

ii.

The “Finance to Accelerate the Sustainable Transition – Infrastructure” initiative (FAST-infra) was launched in 2020 by the Climate Policy Initiative
(CPI), HSBC, the Global Infrastructure Facility (GIF), the International Finance Corporation (IFC), and OECD,under the auspices of French President
Emmanuel Macron’s One Planet Lab.

iii.

Net zero carbon emissions and carbon neutrality are two different concepts. The former emphasise the attempt to reduce carbon emissions to
zero, while the latter means an attempt to reduce and offset carbon emissions generated. Both Mainland China and Hong Kong have set carbon
neutrality targets. As defined in the Climate Action Plan 2050 by Hong Kong Government: “Carbon neutrality refers to achieving relative ‘zerocarbon emissions’ in a place or by an organisation, etc. over a certain period of time. This can be done by replacing conventional fossil energy,
conserving energy, green commuting, ‘use less, waste less’, planting, afforestation, purchasing renewable energy (RE) certificates and carbon
trading, etc. to reduce or offset the carbon emissions generated from the activities of the place or the organisation.”
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In recent years, the Securities and Futures Commission
(SFC) has worked closely with Mainland China and overseas
markets including the United Kingdom, Switzerland and
Luxembourg, to harmonise mutual recognition of funds
arrangements, with the expectation that more developments
will follow.
Hong Kong has also made significant changes over the
years to its legal and tax landscape to strengthen its global
competitiveness. These include introducing new fund
structures such as the limited partnership fund (LPF) and
the open-ended fund company (OFC), providing tax relief
and enacting new law to allow for efficient and simple
re-domiciliation of investment funds in Hong Kong. These
arrangements also help to attract more international investors
and investment managers to Hong Kong even though the
underlying assets or infrastructure projects may be outside of
Hong Kong.

Four key recommendations to unleash Hong
Kong’s potentials as a leading investment fund
hub for G & S Infra financing
To further strengthen Hong Kong’s position as a regional
asset and wealth management (AWM) centre and develop the
city as a leading investment fund hub for G & S Infra financing
covering both private and public funds, our recommendations
for the Hong Kong Government are as follows:
1. Prioritise reviewing and revising the following tax
policies and incentives in Hong Kong to cater for
varied scopes of infrastructures and encourage
investments in such projects
a.

Moreover, the city has a transparent and explicit licensing
regime. The SFC supervises market participant compliance
with the relevant ordinances, codes and guidelines, and
ensures that key rules are observed by market participants.
With investors’ interest in ESG rising strongly, the SFC on
29 June 2021 also issued a circular that set out guidelines
for funds wishing to build ESG factors into their investment
processes, and released the consultation conclusions on the
management and disclosure of climate-related risks by fund
managers in August 2021.

i.

As a leading international financial centre, Hong Kong
appeals to foreign investors with its robust and varied tax
regimes and incentives. For example, in terms of fund level
tax, it provides tax exemption for public mutual funds and
the Unified Fund Exemption Regime (UFE) for eligible private
funds. On the investment front, it has concluded avoidance
of double taxation agreements /arrangements (DTA) with 45
jurisdictions. As for fund management level tax, Hong Kong
launched a Carried Interest Tax Concession Regime in the
summer of 2021 to alleviate tax burdens for qualifying fund
managers.

Expand the definition of “infrastructure” to
include data infrastructure and additional asset
classes that meet the criteria prescribed in the
FAST-Infra Sustainable Infrastructure Label (SI
Label)6.

ii. Expand the definition of “infrastructure” to
include certain additional asset classes that are
widely recognised by other jurisdictions, e.g.
“new infrastructure”, “green infrastructure”,
“sustainable infrastructure”, non-Hong Kong
“housing” properties, warehouses and logistic
centres, etc.

Leverage Hong Kong’s tax regime and incentives
to promote G & S Infra financing
In the context of G & S Infra investment funds, the key tax
issues concerning investors and fund managers are: fund
level tax, investment level tax and fund management tax. As
investors, asset owners and fund managers seek to maximise
their return on investment and minimise related tax burdens,
it becomes increasingly important for them to select a
location that offers tax exemption/neutrality treatment for
investment funds.

Expand the current definition of “infrastructure”
in the Unified Fund Exemption Regime (UFE) (see
Section 20AP(4) of the Inland Revenue Ordinance
(IRO)):

iii. Expand the definition of “infrastructure”
to include “incidental” components of an
infrastructure project / asset, e.g. offices,
employee dormitories, parking areas attached to
the infrastructure.
b. Revise the definition of “business undertaking for
general commercial or industrial business purposes”
in Section 20 AM of the IRO and update paragraph
59 of the Departmental Interpretation and Practical
Notes No. 61 (DIPN 61) to allow an infrastructure
fund to engage directly in the construction or
acquisition of infrastructure projects / assets, to the
extent they satisfy the definition of “infrastructure”.
c.

Expand the scope of “qualifying assets” under the
UFE exemption rules (as specified in Schedule 16C to
the IRO and paragraph 7 of Appendix 2 to DIPN 61)
to cover private debts financing.
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d. Exclude interest income from the scope of “incidental
income” under the UFE regime (as specified in
paragraph 78 of DIPN 61) and treat such interest
income as income from qualifying assets.
e.

f.

Extend the Carried Interest Tax Concession Regime
to cover carried interest arising from such “qualifying
assets” (as specified in Section 4(2)(c) and Section
4(2)(d) of Schedule 16D to the IRO), should the scope
of “qualifying assets” be expanded to cover private
debts financing.
Expand the scope of assets and expenditures eligible
to accelerated tax deduction to in Section 16I,
Section 16H and Schedule 17 to the IRO to include
expenditures incurred within the scope of sustainable
infrastructure as prescribed in the FAST-Infra
Sustainable Label.

2. Recommend the Mandatory Provident Fund Authority
(MPFA) to promote investments with green and
sustainable impact by mandating MPF fund managers to
allocate a certain percentage of their portfolios to ESG
or climate-related products. In addition to encouraging
the MPFA to consider innovative practices in other
jurisdictions so as to promote investments with green and
sustainable impact; and considering infrastructure as an
eligible asset class on the MPF platform.
3. Recommend the Financial Services and the Treasury
Bureau (FSTB) to propose in the 2022-23 Hong Kong
Budget to include the set-up of limited partnership funds
(LPFs) in Hong Kong or re-domiciliation of offshore
limited partnership funds to LPFs in Hong Kong in the
subsidy scheme, to more specifically cover green and
sustainable investment funds, while vigorously promoting
the advantages of Hong Kong as a fund domicile.
4. Recommend introducing policies that further facilitate
cross-border G & S Infra investments; for example, with
the REITs market becoming more robust in both Hong
Kong and Mainland China, investment products such
as G & S Infra REITs listed in Hong Kong may be made
accessible to Mainland investors and vice versa. Include G
& S Infra REITs listed in the Mainland /Hong Kong in the
product scope under the Stock Connect, subject to the
approval of the China Securities Regulatory Commission
(CSRC)/Securities and Futures Commission (SFC). Engage
SFC in discussions to set up such an arrangement.

In addition to the key recommendations above,
the relevant HK Government bureaus can take the
following steps 1 to 6, to enhance and encourage best
practices in sustainability to be applied to G & S Infra
projects both locally and regionally.
1.

Provide a clear articulation on the role of G & S Infra in
delivering environmental and climate goals under the
Paris Agreement and Hong Kong’s own carbon neutrality
target by 2050 (for example through explaining how
G & S Infra fits with the new Climate Action Plan, and
providing guidance on G & S Infra definitions to use).
Such clear articulation should be detailed enough to be
conducive to the structuring of green and sustainable
investment products and investment decision-making
and hence help channel private capital into projects with
green and sustainable impact.

2. Take the lead in encouraging climate scenario analysis by
referring to existing guidelines such as TCFD (Task Force
on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures) and providing
capacity-building support. This could help both public
and corporate actors alike in the region to contribute to
making our infrastructure greener and more sustainable,
and hence attracting more funds into G & S Infra.
3. Lead by example, such as providing guidance for the
construction of infrastructures in the proposed Northern
Metropolis and the Lantau Tomorrow Vision development
plans as stated in the Chief Executive’s Policy Address to
ensure these infrastructures satisfy the recommended
green/sustainable definitions from the outset. Take
the lead in aligning with best practices for these
infrastructure projects.
4. While we understand the immediate promulgation of
an exhaustive list of eligible G&S Infra project categories
maybe challenging, we suggest the HKSAR government
to require the compliance of both public and private
infrastructure projects with environmental and social
safeguards and risk mitigation measures.
5. Integrate climate risk exposure assessment into new
infrastructure plans, accounting for future depreciation
of assets due to change in precipitation patterns,
temperature increases and extreme weather events.
6. Collaborate with cities in the Greater Bay Area (GBA)
and other cities in Mainland China, as well as the wider
international society to facilitate coordinated efforts on
strategic infrastructure planning, standard-setting and
carbon emissions data collection.
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Furthermore, enhancement of the legal and regulatory
environment for investment funds to set up and
operate in Hong Kong to facilitate investors and asset
owners’ investment in G & S Infra projects.
1.

Encourage Hong Kong’s Exchange Fund and Future Fund
(the Funds) to invest in Hong Kong G & S Infra initiatives;
this means according priority to assets tied to proper
governance and environment protection frameworks and
conducting post-investment monitoring to ensure that
standards are adhered to. The Funds could also set up
dedicated portfolios to invest in early-stage infrastructure
projects in the GBA to boost investor confidence and
attract funding from global investors through Hong
Kong.

2. Promote Hong Kong as a G & S Infra investment fund
hub to Mainland China and international sovereign funds
where they may appoint local managers to oversee green
funds, such as those holding China-based infrastructurelinked assets.
3. Seek ties with like-minded jurisdictions where investors
may cross invest in each other’s green and sustainabilitylinked instruments.
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CHAPTER 1

WHAT IS “INFRASTRUCTURE”?

Infrastructure lays the foundation for the sustainable
development of the global economy. As remarked by the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD), the availability of critical infrastructure such as
transport, communication, electricity, safe water and
sanitation, health infrastructure not only improves the
quality of life, but also facilitates business activities that spur
economic growth. Thus, “long-term financing for investment
plays an essential role in supporting strong, sustainable,
balanced and inclusive growth”7.
Given the importance of infrastructure, it is widely
recognised by governments of different jurisdictions that
incentive policies are crucial to boosting the development of
infrastructure. Therefore, it is common for governments to
continuously release new policies and / or refine the existing
policies to support the development of infrastructure.
For example, Hong Kong provides the Unified Fund
Exemption Regime (UFE) for eligible private funds, which
includes funds that invest in infrastructure projects.iv
Accordingly, it is paramount to determine the definition of
“infrastructure”, or else a wide range of infrastructure-related
asset classes will be excluded from embracing UFE.
In Hong Kong, the current definition of “infrastructure” can
be found under the UFE: Pursuant to Section 20AP(4) of the
Inland Revenue Ordinance (IRO), the term “infrastructure” is
defined as “any publicly or privately owned facility providing
or distributing services for the benefit of the public, and
includes any water, sewage, energy, fuel, transportation or
communication facility.”
Moreover, in the 2021-22 Hong Kong Budget, three policy
areas are highlighted under “infrastructure”, namely
buildings, lands, planning, heritage conservation, greening
and landscape; land and waterborne transport; water supply,
drainage and slope safety.

iv.

As can be seen in the Hong Kong tax law, the definition
of “infrastructure” in Hong Kong is more restrictive than
the scope of infrastructure outlined in the 2021-22 Budget,
and akin to the definition of “traditional infrastructure”.
Nonetheless, with the advances in science and technology
as well as the impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic, we have
seen a lot of challenges and opportunities associated with the
development of infrastructure globally. People see immediate
needs to further expand the scope of infrastructure as
the traditional definition is not broad enough to cover all
categories in the new era. For example:
1.

Mainland China created an economic development
concept, i.e. “new infrastructure”, in 2018 during
Central Economic Work Conference, emphasising the
need to create new infrastructures based on hi-tech
infrastructures, such as 5G, internet of things, industrial
internet, cloud computing, blockchain, data centres,
smart computing centres and smart transportation.
Apart from new infrastructure, multiple versions of
definitions can be found in Mainland China under
various circulars. For example, the definition under the
Chinese accounting standard No. 5 primarily focuses
on traditional infrastructure. The latest REITs regulation,
i.e. Circular 958 released by National Development and
Reform Commission, offers a much broader definition
of “infrastructure” covering new infrastructure and
“affordable rental housing”.

2. In the UK and the US, “housing” or “green housing”
is within scope of “infrastructure”. In Climate Bonds
Initiative’s Green Infrastructure Investment Opportunities
(GIIO) report series, “green building” is one of the
six common “infrastructure” categories. GRESB
Infrastructure Asset Assessment includes “environmental
services” and “renewable power” among the eight
infrastructure sectors covered within the framework.
Further variations from international organisations such as
OECD, World Bank, Callan Institute and IPF add another
layer of confusion.

Private infrastructure fund is a common structure where such infrastructure fund may acquire equity interests of and / or provide debt financing
to a public or private company which holds infrastructure projects / assets. For purposes of the UFE, one of the conditions to be satisfied by such a
private infrastructure fund is that the investee private company (IPC) has to pass various tests. These include an “immovable property” test where
the IPC can hold no more than 10% of its assets in immovable property or share capital in another company that holds immovable property in
Hong Kong. The only exception is that if the assets held by the IPC meet the definition of “infrastructure” under UFE, the IPC would also be able to
pass the “immovable property” test.
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3. Per OECD green infrastructure finance paper, “green
infrastructure is a strategically planned network of natural
and semi-natural areas with other environmental features
designed and managed to deliver a wide range of
ecosystem services. It incorporates green spaces (or blue
if aquatic ecosystems are concerned) and other physical
features in terrestrial (including coastal) and marine areas.
On land, green infrastructure is present in rural and urban
settings.”8
The current definition of “infrastructure” under UFE only
covers traditional infrastructure, which is more constrained
than in the other jurisdictions, for example, Mainland China,
the UK and the US. Please see Appendix 1 for a summary of
the definitions of infrastructure in various jurisdictions and in
relevant regulations. Due to the rather restrictive definition in
Hong Kong’s tax exemption law for private funds (i.e. UFE), it
is difficult for the city to proclaim itself as an ideal location to
be a regional hub for infrastructure private investment fund
which can offer tax neutral treatment to private investment
fund vehicles investing in infrastructure projects across the
region, including a wide range of new infrastructure and G &
S Infra projects.

Recommendations
With the above in mind, we recommend the Hong Kong
Government to revisit and expand the current definition of
“infrastructure” in Hong Kong’s tax law for private funds (i.e.
UFE). The Government also needs to review the definition’s
relevancy in facilitating Hong Kong developing into an
international infrastructure private investment fund hub
and expand it to cater for varied scopes of infrastructures.
Examples of suggested areas of expansion include but are not
limited to the following:
1.

For purposes of the UFE, Section 20AM (6) of the IRO
provides that “a business undertaking for general
commercial or industrial purposes is not a fund”. Section
20AM (7) of the IRO provides that the reference to a
business undertaking for general commercial or industrial
purposes includes a business undertaking that directly
engages in any one or more of the defined activities,

including “property development or property holding”,
and “construction or direct acquisition of infrastructure as
defined”. Accordingly, the requirement excludes a private
infrastructure fund from embracing the UFE if such
infrastructure fund engages directly in the construction
or acquisition of infrastructure projects / assets. This
is regardless of whether the infrastructure projects /
assets are located in Hong Kong or outside Hong Kong.
However, we have seen a trend that governments of
different jurisdictions start to work with private sectors
(e.g. private fund managers, property developers) to
support the development of green infrastructure. In one
of possible structures in Mainland China, state-owned
enterprises are the investors of the infrastructure funds
and the funds may be used to acquire, develop and in
some cases operate the green infrastructure (e.g. BuildOperate-Transfer mode). Examples include infrastructure
projects /assets being developed under the Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI).
2. Expand the definition of “infrastructure” to include data
infrastructure and additional asset classes that meet
the criteria prescribed in the FAST-Infra Sustainable
Infrastructure Label (SI Label)9, a newly launched global
initiative that acknowledged best practice reference
frameworks and standards in the market, including
infrastructure-specific standards.
3. Expand the definition of “infrastructure” to include
certain additional asset classes that are widely recognised
by other jurisdictions, e.g. “new infrastructure” (5G,
internet of things, industrial internet, cloud computing,
blockchain, data centres, smart computing centres and
smart transportation), “green infrastructure”, “sustainable
infrastructure”, non-Hong Kong “housing” properties
(e.g. affordable rental housing in mainland China, green
housing in the UK and US), warehouses, logistic centres,
etc.
4. Expand the definition of “infrastructure” to include
“incidental” components of an infrastructure project /
asset, e.g. offices, employee dormitories, parking areas
attached to the infrastructure.
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HOW TO DEFINE “GREEN AND SUSTAINABLE”?

Green and sustainablev investing assets have grown to
US$35.3 trillion in 2020 globally, up by 15% from two years
ago, and making up over a third of total global assets under
management according to Global Sustainable Investment
Alliance.10 Specifically funds that are marketed as ESG and
climate-themed have grown to the total value of US$1.7
trillion in 2020, according to industry tracker Morningstar11.
However, we cannot be too happy too soon. A recent report12
shows that of a sample size of 723 equity funds, about 71%
of broadly ESG-themed funds have a negative score on the
alignment of their portfolios with Paris Agreement climate
goals, and in the climate-themed fund category, about 55 %
received a negative score.

definitions of green, alongside the construction industry-led
infrastructure-specific sustainability frameworks or rating
schemes:

With the growing popularity of ESG and sustainability
financial products, so are the calls for quality, consistency
and transparency of these products to ensure there’s no
greenwashing. It is important not only to make sure that
investors are putting money into investment funds that say
what they do, but more importantly to make sure we are
indeed channeling much-needed capital into the urgent
transition to a low carbon economy and the global net zero
targets, including Mainland China’s timeline to achieve carbon
neutrality by 2060, and Hong Kong’s aim for the same by
2050.

As this chapter will demonstrate, defining “green and
sustainable” is not just about defining what is green and
sustainable literally, but usually a combination of green
and sustainable objectives plus the process to ensure such
objectives are met.

There are different aspects to a global and local ecosystem to
ensure this integrity of “green”, from ensuring we have robust
disclosure frameworks, and making available more quality
climate risks and other ESG data for investor (and consumer)
assessment, to having clear, comparable and interoperable
definition of what is green and sustainable (or at least what is
not), as well as reputable third-party certification and labels.
This chapter provides a quick comparison of the intention and
focus of five different attempts to provide guidance on what
amount to green (the nature of these attempts ranging from
regulatory guidance to principles, standards, and at the most
detailed end of the spectrum taxonomy vi). These examples
also cover international, regional and local attempts, which
strive to provide capital markets with more clarity on the

•
•
•
•
•

Green Bond Principles and Green Project Mapping (June
2021)
Climate Bonds Taxonomy (January 2021)
EU Sustainable Finance Taxonomy (2021)
Mainland China’s Green Bond Endorsed Project
Catalogue (2021)
Hong Kong: Circular to management companies of SFCauthorised unit trusts and mutual funds - ESG funds (June
2021)

There is a global effort to seek a convergence of definitions
for “green and sustainable”, including the development
of a Common Ground Taxonomy (CGT) jointly led by
Mainland China and the EU under the International Platform
on Sustainable Finance (IPSF) Taxonomy Working Group,
where the first publication covering the initial phase of
the comparative exercise was published during COP26 for
feedback (by January 2022)13, which we will go into further
details below. The varied development context of each
jurisdiction or region means globally we are still at a phase
where there may be different taxonomies applicable to
different jurisdictions. However, as Hong Kong is moving
towards tighter definitions for “green and sustainable”, it is
important to note that as a major global financial hub, the
city also has the ability to play a crucial role in leading and
accelerating the flow of capital into green and sustainability.
Specifically, in relation to G & S Infra, it is not just a question
about what G & S Infra is, but more importantly how to
make all infrastructure green and sustainable (for both newly
built and as we rebuild). To take it one step further, specific

v.

In recent years, sustainable (or ESG) investing is increasingly being recognised as the popular umbrella term to use for investments that seek greater
impacts than merely financial return. Sustainable investing includes green investing (i.e. investment with environmental objectives, which includes
but not limited to climate-related objectives) but goes beyond, and may contribute to any of the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals
(UN SDGs) and cover key topics in the “S” (social) and “G” (governance) pillars. Examples of sustainable investing not limited to “E” include one
that invests in social housing, or one that invests in companies led by women in developing regions to improve gender equality.

vi.

“Taxonomy in this context generally refers to a system that classifies economic activities that are considered environmentally sustainable,” as
defined in a press release by Hong Kong Monetary Authority (www.hkma.gov.hk/eng/news-and-media/press-releases/2020/12/20201217-4/).
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financing gaps in certain areas can also be identified, for
example climate change adaptation14. This chapter will give a
high-level overview of what these various approaches entail.

How do we define “green and sustainable”?
Definitions for green and sustainable assets are key to
safeguarding the market from the risk of “greenwashing”,
steering capital towards climate-aligned investments and
supporting governments in targeting their actions against
climate change. To define green and sustainable economic
activities, different approaches have been adopted in
different jurisdictions, with regulators and market associations
providing guidance in the form of regulations or guidelines,
consistent with the jurisdiction’s existing environmental
targets, laws, standards, and labelling schemes. It is a
common trend for the guidance to recognise the international
good practice provided by the Green Bond Principles (GBP),
coordinated by the International Capital Market Association
(ICMA), and the Climate Bonds Standard, coordinated by the
Climate Bonds Initiative (CBI). Some guidance also comes with
a classification catalogue, or taxonomy.
A green taxonomy is a classification system that defines
green and sustainable assets and projects with thresholds and
metrics as necessary, which can be used in direct investments,
in assessing the greenness and sustainability of companies,
or to identify dedicated financial instruments, such as green
bonds. It is a support tool for financial market players to
determine which investments would be eligible to be labelled
as green and sustainable for their jurisdictions.15,16

International good practices
Green Bond Principles (GBP)
Developed in 2010 and annually reviewed by the Green Bonds
Working Group through the coordination of the ICMA, the
GBP defines green bonds as any type of bond instrument
where the proceeds will be exclusively applied to finance or
re-finance eligible green projects which are aligned with the
four core components of the GBP:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Use of proceeds
Process for project evaluation and selection
Management of proceeds
Reporting

The GBP explicitly recognises several broad project categories
of eligibility for green projects which contribute to one or
more of the five environmental objectives, including:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Climate change mitigation
Climate change adaptation
Natural resource conservation
Biodiversity conservation
Pollution prevention and control

The eligible Green Projects categories, include but are not
limited to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Renewable energy
Energy efficiency
Pollution prevention and control
Environmentally sustainable management of living natural
resources and land use
Terrestrial and aquatic biodiversity conservation
Clean transportation
Sustainable water and wastewater management
Climate change adaptation
Circular economy adapted products, production
technologies and processes; and/or certified eco- efficient
products
Green buildings

Climate Bonds Taxonomy
The Climate Bonds Taxonomy has been developed based
on the latest climate scientific research including those from
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and
the International Energy Agency (IEA), and has benefited
from the input of hundreds of technical experts from around
the world. The Taxonomy identifies the assets and projects
needed to deliver a low carbon economy and gives GHG
emissions screening criteria consistent with the 2-degree
global warming target set by the Paris Agreement. First
released in 2013, it is regularly updated based on the latest
climate science, the emergence of new technologies and
sector criteria under the Climate Bonds Standard.
The Taxonomy is the basis of the Climate Bonds Standard and
Certification Scheme. The sector criteria used for certification
of climate bonds are developed through extensive
consultations with technical expert, industry practitioners and
investor groups, finally vetted through a public consultation
process. The chart below summarises the criteria available for
certification, criteria in development and planned.
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Climate Bonds Taxonomy
The Climate Bonds Taxonomy identifies the assets and projects needeed to deliver a low carbon economy
and give GHG emissionsscreening criteriaconsistent withthe 1.5ºC global warming limit set by COP21
Paris Agreement. More information is availablr at https://www.climatebonds.net/standard/taxonomy.
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Regional / national taxonomies
EU taxonomy for sustainable finance
The EU first released the Non-Financial Reporting Directive
(NFRD) in 2014, listing several key areas regarding ESG factors
that EU companies must report. Then, the EU issued the
Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR) in December
2019. Following the two reporting requirements, European
Commission launched its Taxonomy for the definition of
environmentally sustainable economic activities in June 2020.
The EU Taxonomy sets six environmental objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Climate change mitigation
Climate change adaptation
Sustainable and protection of water and marine resources
Transition to a circular economy
Pollution prevention and control
Protection and restoration of biodiversity and ecosystems

With the six objectives, the main principle of sustainable
activities in the EU Taxonomy is to contribute substantially to
at least one of the objectives while not significantly harm any
of the rest. Specifically, for the Climate Change Mitigation
objective, the guidance lists out eight primary industries,
covering around 93.5% of direct CO2 emissions in the EU,
including: forestry; agriculture; manufacturing; electricity, gas,
steam, and air conditioning supply; water, sewerage, waste,
and remediation; transport and storage; information and
communication technologies; as well as construction and real
estate activities.

Mainland China’s Green Bond Catalogue
In December 2015, the People’s Bank of China (PBoC) issued
the Green Bond Endorsed Project Catalogue. The catalogue
divided different green projects into six main categories and
38 sub-segments, and its preparation referred to the ICMA’s
Green Bond Principles and Climate Bonds Standard. The
central bank also specified that green economic activities
should focus on three purposes, environmental improvement,
climate change response, and conservation and efficient
use of resources. The original version had three differences
with the international standards: it involved clean coal usage
projects, supported the development of new energy vehicles
(NEVs), and excluded some clean transport and drinking water
infrastructure construction projects.
The Chinese Government released the Green Industry
Guidance Catalogue in 2019, which, for the first time, defined
the range of green industries. The guidance included six
primary categories with 30 second-level and 211 third-level
categories, regarded as a baseline for the stipulation of
afterward green standards like green enterprise standard and
revisions of existing policies such as the above green bond

project list. The six primary categories are energy conservation
and environmental protection, clean production, clean
energy, eco-environment, infrastructure green upgrade, and
green services.
Following the release of a consultation draft of Mainland
China’s Green Bond Catalogue in 2020, the PBoC, the China
Securities & Regulatory Commission (CSRC) and the National
Development & Reform Commission (NDRC) jointly rolled out
the official version of the new green bond catalogue in April
2021. It consolidated the domestic green bond standards and
followed the structure of the 2019 Green Industry Guidance
Catalogue with associated technical criteria instruction
document, which would enable multiple Chinese authorities
to better coordinate policies regarding investment, pricing,
budgets and taxation to facilitate the development of green
industries.
Besides, the 2021 Green Bond Catalogue has brought
Mainland China into closer alignment with international
standards, most notably, the removal of controversial coal
investments such as “clean” coal usage including super-critical
coal-fired powerplants, coal mining and coal washing.
The 2021 Green Bond Catalogue categorises green projects
into six major areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Energy-saving and environmental protection industry
Cleaner production industry
Clean Energy Industry
Eco-environment Industry
Green upgrading of infrastructure
Green services

Hong Kong’s approach
In Hong Kong, rather than developing a local green
taxonomy, the Government’s approach has been referring to
international standards. The city has already announced that it
will adopt the Common Ground Taxonomy when it becomes
available (please refer to the details below).
This does not mean that there have not been efforts to define
“green and sustainable”. In March 2019, the Hong Kong
Government introduced a Green Bond Framework. Under
this framework, the Government intends to raise green bonds
to fund its green and sustainable projects that are consistent
with the vision to improve the environment, combat climate
change and transit to a low carbon economy. The initial
pledge to this government green bond was HK$100 billion,
which has been raised to HK$200 billion in the 2021-22
Budget. It is also allowing more types of currencies, project
types and issuance channels. In November 2021, the Hong
Kong Government successfully issued RMB5 billion offshore
renminbi green bonds under the Government Green Bond
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Programme (GGBP), signifying the strong demands from
a diversified group of investors. This Framework is aligned
with the Green Bond Principles, and covers eight eligible
categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Renewable energy
Energy efficiency and conservation
Pollution prevention and control
Waste management and resource recovery
Water and wastewater management
Nature conservation / biodiversity
Clean transportation
Green buildings

Meanwhile, in 2019, the SFC issued a circular setting out its
expectations on how the existing Code on Unit Trusts and
Mutual Funds and disclosure guidelines for SFC-authorised
funds apply to green or ESG funds, which are defined as
funds that incorporate one or more of the globally recognised
green or ESG criteria or principles. These include but not
limited to United Nations Global Compact Principles, United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals, Common Principles
for Climate Mitigation Finance Tracking, Green Bond Principles
of the International Capital Market Association, and Climate
Bonds Taxonomy of the Climate Bonds Initiative.17
The latest version of the SFC Circular (updated 29 June 2021)
has further tightened how ESG investment funds would be
assessed for its greenness and sustainability, including the
required disclosure of more details on a fund’s ESG focus,
investment strategy, asset allocation (such as the expected
or minimum proportion of securities or other investments,
e.g. in terms of net asset value of the ESG fund, that are
commensurate with the fund’s ESG focus), reference
benchmark, risks as well as other information necessary to see
how a manager continues to measure and monitor ESG focus
throughout the life cycle of the ESG fund.

National taxonomies and moving towards
Common Ground Taxonomy
Besides the EU and Mainland China, a few jurisdictions
have also developed or are in the process of developing
taxonomies with specific national focuses or based on the
local context, including Australia, Bangladesh, Canada,
Colombia, Mongolia, Singapore, South Africa. In addition,
ASEAN just released version 1 of the ASEAN Taxonomy for
Sustainable Finance in conjunction with COP26 for targeted
consultation.18 As Hong Kong strives to become a regional
green and sustainable finance hub, it should also keep an eye
on these international developments, and especially those in
Asia and along the Belt and Road.
On top of separate green taxonomies, Mainland China and
the EU have since July 2020 jointly led the development of the

Common Ground Taxonomy (CGT) in the context of the work
of the International Platform on Sustainable Finance (IPSF)19,
the first phase of which has just been published during
COP26, which contains an in-depth comparison exercise of
some features of the EU and China taxonomies (i.e. Green
Bond Endorsed Projects Catalogue (2021 Edition) for China),
specifically in relation to climate change mitigation (other
environmental objectives are not covered at this stage).
The CGT has undertaken a comprehensive assessment of
the existing EU and China taxonomies for environmentally
sustainable investments, including identifying the
commonalities and differences in their respective approaches
and outcomes. In this first phase, CGT analysed 80 activities
across six sectors of the EU and China taxonomies and ascribe
to each one of the five scenarios:
Scenario 1: Areas with clear overlaps
Scenario 2: EU Criteria are more stringent and/or detailed
Scenario 3: China criteria are more stringent and/or detailed
Scenario 4: Identifiable overlap
Scenario 5/6: Unclear overlap or obvious differentiation
The six sectors covered include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Agriculture, forestry and fishing
Manufacturing
Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply
Water supply; sewage, waste management and
remediation activities
Construction
Transportation and storage

The CGT emphasises that its goal is not to create a “common”
or “single” taxonomy nor a standard but rather provide an
evolving tool that will help different actors to understand the
types of activities that could be covered under the respective
taxonomies and eventually lower the trans-boundary costs of
green and sustainable investments and scale up mobilisation
of green and sustainable capital internationally. The CGT
aims to be used to improve the comparability and future
interoperability of taxonomies around the world.
In its next phase CGT will consider additional sectors like
services and ICT, additional environmental objectives,
transition considerations, new areas of alignment in existing
activities, other eligibility features such as Do No Significant
Harm and minimum safeguards, and other jurisdictions.
Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMA) and Hong Kong
Securities and Futures Commission (SFC), which have also
joined the IPSF in addition to the Chinese Mainland, have
also announced that the city will adopt the CGT when it
becomes available20, and we await further guidance from the
regulators.
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Common green and sustainable
infrastructure categories
Some common green and sustainable infrastructure
categories are showcased in CBI’s Green Infrastructure
Investment Opportunities (GIIO) report series, including
renewable energy, low carbon transport, sustainable water

management, sustainable waste management, green
buildings and new infrastructure (only in the Greater Bay
Area GIIO report). The assessment of the “greenness” of
each project was based on the Climate Bonds Taxonomy.21
It demonstrates the application of a green or sustainable
taxonomy in identifying green and sustainable projects in
various sectors.

Category

Examples of eligible project type

Renewable energy

Energy generation, transmission or storage technology that has low or zero carbon emissions,
including solar energy, wind energy, bioenergy, hydropower, geothermal energy, marine
energy or any other renewable energy source.

Low carbon
transport

Transportation modes and ancillary infrastructure that produce low or zero direct carbon
emissions, including national and urban passenger rail and freight rail networks, Bus Rapid
Transit (BRT) systems, electric vehicles, and bicycle transport systems.

Sustainable water
treatment

Assets that do not increase greenhouse gas emissions or aim at emission reductions over
the operational lifetime of the asset, address adaptation, and increase the resilience of
surrounding environments. This covers both built and nature-based water infrastructure.

Sustainable waste
treatment

The efficient use of resources to cut down on waste production, coupled with collection and
disposal systems that promote reuse and recycle, thereby minimising residual waste going into
waste-to-energy facilities.
Where waste must go to land fill, there are gas capture systems installed to minimise
emissions as well as measures to minimise runoff and other negative impacts on surrounding
environments.

Green buildings

Commercial and residential buildings, new or upgraded, operating with low-carbon emissions.
Credentials and emissions performance are demonstrated through an accepted rating or
“green” assessment process.

New infrastructurevii

At Climate Bonds, new infrastructure projects are screened against the Information,
Communications and Technology (ICT), Energy and Low Carbon Transport Criteria of
the Climate Bonds Taxonomy to determine their green eligibility. For instance, smart EV
manufacturing base and charging pile parking lot.

With the launch of the FAST-Infra Sustainable Infrastructure
Label (SI Label) launched during COP26 in November 2021,
we are now further provided with an indicative and nonexhaustive list of sustainable infrastructure assets in eight
categories, including renewable energy, green buildings and
social infrastructure, clean transport, data infrastructure,
water, wastewater and sanitation, electricity transmission
and distribution, solid waste management, as well as naturebased solutions.
It is worth noting that the SI Label framework goes
beyond green aspects and encompasses a series of 14
criteria (sustainability objectives) across four dimensions
of sustainability - environmental, social, governance, and
adaptation and resilience. These criteria have made reference

to the international best practices, frameworks and standards,
which demonstrate broad alignment with the Sustainability
Development Goals (SDGs), the Paris Agreement, and the G20
Principles for Quality Infrastructure Investment (QII).
The SI Label framework sets out requirements and guidance
for market participants who seek to label their infrastructure
assets as sustainable. The SI Label can be applied at all lifecycle
stages including planning, designing, sponsoring, developing,
constructing, operating, financing and decommissioning.
While this Report acknowledges that at the project level
there are long-standing international frameworks and rating
schemes for sustainable infrastructure, such as CEEQUAL
in the UK, ENVISION in the US, SuRe in Switzerland, BCA

vii. In Mainland China, new infrastructure generally refers to infrastructure that is “digital, smart, and innovative”. According to the National
Development & Reform Commission (NDRC), new infrastructure projects could be divided into three categories: 1. Information-based infrastructure
such as 5G, industrial Internet of things, artificial intelligence (AI), and blockchain; 2. Converged infrastructure supported by applications of new
technologies such as the Internet, big data, and AI. These could include smart transportation and smart energy; 3. Innovative infrastructure that
supports scientific research, technology, and product development.
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Dimension

Criteria (sustainability objectives)

Environmental
dimension

Protection and enhancement of biodiversity and the natural environment
Climate change mitigation/GHG emissions reduction
Promotion of the efficient use of natural resources/waste reduction and supporting the
transition to a circular economy
Embedding pollution prevention and control

Adaptation and
resilience dimension

Evaluating risks and building resilience and adaptive capacity at the project and system
scales

Social dimension

Promoting gender and ability inclusivity
Promoting health and safety
Protection and enhancement of human and labour rights
Land acquisition and resettlement mitigation
Promoting stakeholder engagement

Governance dimension

Embedding anti-corruption policies and procedures
Embedding transparency and accountability policies and procedures
Embedding government policies for project fiscal transparency and procedures
Embedding sustainability and compliance policies and procedures

Green Mark for Infrastructure in Singapore, etc., each
with various focus areas and rating methodology for
assessing environmental and sustainability performances
of infrastructure projects, details of such frameworks
and schemes will not be covered in this Report. Unlike
the FAST-Infra initiative, which is specifically designed to
mobilise private finance to close the trillion-dollar sustainable
infrastructure investment gap, the other existing frameworks
are mostly led by the construction industry and serve as a tool
to better support the planning, design and delivery stages of
infrastructure projects.

Recommendations
In order to provide guidance on the identification of G & S
Infra projects and encourage best practices in sustainability to
be applied to G & S Infra projects both locally and regionally,
our recommendations to the Hong Kong Government are:
1.

Take the lead to emphasise the importance of and
provide a clear articulation on the role of G & S Infra in
delivering environmental and climate goals under the
Paris Agreement and Hong Kong’s own carbon neutrality
target by 2050 (for example through explaining how
G & S Infra fits with the new Climate Action Plan, and
providing guidance on G & S Infra definitions to use).
Such clear articulation should be detailed enough to be
conducive to the structuring of green and sustainable
investment products and investment decision-making
and hence help channel private capital into projects with
green and sustainable impact.

2. Take the lead in encouraging climate scenario analysis by
referring to existing guidelines such as TCFD (Task Force
on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures) and providing
capacity-building support. This could help both public and
corporate actors alike in the region to contribute to making
our infrastructure greener and more sustainable, and
hence attracting more funds into G & S Infra.
3. Lead by example, such as providing guidance for the
construction of infrastructures in the proposed Northern
Metropolis and the Lantau Tomorrow Vision development
plans as stated in the Chief Executive’s Policy Address to
ensure these infrastructures satisfy the recommended green
/ sustainable definitions from the outset. Take the lead in
aligning with best practices for these infrastructure projects.
4. While we understand the immediate promulgation of an
exhaustive list of eligible G & S Infra project categories
maybe challenging, we suggest the HKSAR government
to require the compliance of both public and private
infrastructure projects with environmental and social
safeguards and risk mitigation measures.
5. Integrate climate risk exposure assessment into new
infrastructure plans, accounting for future depreciation of
assets due to change in precipitation patterns, temperature
increases and extreme weather events.
6. Collaborate with cities in the Greater Bay Area (GBA)
and other cities in Mainland China, as well as the wider
international society to facilitate coordinated efforts on
strategic infrastructure planning, standard-setting and
carbon emissions data collection.
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CHAPTER 3

INVESTMENT FUND AS AN IMPORTANT VEHICLE FOR
GREEN AND SUSTAINABLE INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING

Once G & S Infra projects are identified, the next crucial step
is to efficiently channel the much-needed capital to these
projects in order to accelerate the transformation towards
a greener and more sustainable future in the infrastructure
sector.
Significant investments are required to achieve global carbon
net zero and carbon neutrality targets. According to the Net
Zero by 2050 report by International Energy Agency (IEA)22,
a total annual investment of US$5 trillion, or 4.5% of global
GDP is needed in the energy industry by 2030, and it will need
to stay at a similar level until 2050 to reach net zero carbon
emissions by 2050. Investment in clean energy and energy
infrastructure will need to be more than tripled by 2030.
Mainland China alone will require a new investment of RMB
138 trillion (US$21 trillion) to support its 1.5°C transition
pathway by 2050, accounting for 2.5% of China’s annual
GDP.23 With public funding being a major source for
infrastructure investment, the funding gap is huge to meet
the growing demand for G & S Infra.

CASE STUDY: Leverage investment fund for
green infrastructure financing in Mainland
China through PPP model
PPP model as a viable approach to bridge the funding gap
for green infrastructure projects in Mainland China
Energy conservation and emissions reduction in the
infrastructure sector plays a vital role in China’s national
targets towards carbon neutrality. To this end, Mainland
China has demonstrated great dedication and achieved
remarkable results in promoting green and sustainable
transformation in the infrastructure sector.
The market for G & S Infra investment in Mainland China
is huge. According to National Centre for Climate Change
Strategy and International Cooperation (NCSC), an annual
new investment of RMB 3.5 trillion (US$0.55 trillion) is needed
to achieve China’s carbon neutrality targets with an annual
investment gap of RMB 1.6 trillion (US$0.25 trillion).24

To foster the rapid and healthy development in this market,
the Mainland Chinese Government has in recent years started
to issue regulations to encourage the entry of private capital
from domestic and foreign investors to bridge the funding
gap. The Government has also recommended the PPP
model as a viable approach to bring in resources from the
private sector to deliver infrastructure projects. This model
emphasises on win-win principle, dispute resolution, fairness
and risk sharing, and gives full play to the advantages of both
government departments and the private sector. It has proved
to be a successful model.
Traditionally, the financing process in the PPP model has been
led by government departments in Mainland China with a
focus on green banking and green bonds. This has restricted
the entry of private capital, increased the debt burdens of the
central and local governments, and failed to provide sufficient
funds for G & S Infra projects.
Take Chongqing’s carbon neutral path and green finance
roadmap as an example. 85% of the target funding was
allocated to green banking, 7% to green bonds, while only
2% was allocated to investment funds, and the rest to
green insurance and listed equities. The actual percentage
of fund raised through green banking is 93.7%, while the
amount raised from investment funds is negligible. This
reveals that the potentials of investment funds have been
underaccomplished. Therefore, there is a necessity to explore
more about this financing vehicle, as it can bring in private
capital from domestic and foreign investors to form a
capital pool and better manage the diverse capital through
professional fund managers.

Barriers for foreign funds to enter Mainland China
•

•

•

The capital-intensive nature and long construction
cycle of infrastructure determine that traditionally, the
financing of infrastructure projects has been led by the
central or local governments in Mainland China.
There are various approaches for foreign capital to enter
Mainland China. The diverse investment and financing
processes make it difficult for foreign investors to
determine the best approach that suits their purposes.
There is a need for the government to provide guidance
on how to coordinate and monitor the investment
process.
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In 2020, the rules allowing Qualified Foreign Institutional
Investors (QFI) to invest in China have been reformed to
expand the permissible investment scope. QFI holders can
access financial products in China’s capital market including
REITs and private investment funds.
The Mutual Recognition of Funds (MRF) regime between
Hong Kong and Mainland China is theoretically a possible
channel. However, a China REIT needs to apply for approval
to be included in the MRF. Moreover, the current rules of
Qualified Foreign Limited Partnership only allow investments
in China’s private sector. Hence, REITs are beyond its scope.
China’s REITs are currently beyond the scope of Stock Connect
in Mainland China. If Stock Connect can be expanded to
allow overseas investors to invest in China’s infrastructure
REITs, it could provide additional stream of private capital to
China.

Leverage investment funds to finance
infrastructure projects in China
In June 2021, Mainland China launched the first batch of
nine infrastructure funds in the form of public REITs. This is
a new type of financial vehicle for the infrastructure sector
in Mainland China, aiming to raise a total of over 30 billion
yuan for infrastructure projects such as data centres, industrial
parks and roads. It is also a new channel to raise capital from
retail investors to finance local infrastructure projects.
REITs can widen the financing channel for infrastructure
projects and provide more investment options for investors
while limiting their speculation and avoid property bubbles.
More importantly, the roll-out of infrastructure REITs in
Mainland China shows that the authority has realised the
enormous potentials of investment fund to mobilise private
capital. This will accordingly increase investors’ confidence in
China’s high-quality infrastructure assets and boost economic
growth in the long run.

Hong Kong as a preferred investment fund hub
With governments and investors around the world increasing
aware of the important role investment funds play in
mobilising private capital for G & S Infra investment, where to
set up and operate such funds is the next question.
As a regional financial hub in APAC, Hong Kong is already
a popular hub for fund managers to manage both onshore
and offshore funds. It can also become an important hub for
public and private infrastructure funds which can effectively
channel local and international investors’ monies to target G
& S Infra assets.
As a leading asset and wealth management (AWM) centre,
Hong Kong serves as a well-established platform to support
the fund management industry. The city provides tax
exemption for mutual funds authorised under Section 104
of the Securities and Futures Ordinance and private funds
under Unified Fund Exemption Regime (UFE). Hong Kong
Limited Partnership Fund Regime (HKLPF), Open-ended Fund
Company Regime (OFC) and Carried Interest Tax Concession
are also among the incentive policies for investment funds.
In addition, there is a new law that allows offshore funds to
migrate to Hong Kong.
Effective from 1 April 2019, UFE has been widely leveraged
by private fund managers. To the extent conditions of UFE
are satisfied, a fund (regardless of whether it is domiciled in
Hong Kong) is exempt from Hong Kong profits tax even if it is
managed by a Hong Kong manager on a discretionary basis.
For private fund managers, it provides great convenience as
they can localise all the investment management activities in
Hong Kong without exposing the funds to any profits tax.
From investors’ perspective, as they are generally more willing
to invest in funds protected by safe harbor rules such as UFE,
this would further strengthen the competitiveness of Hong
Kong as an AWM hub.
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CHAPTER 4

DEVELOPMENT STATUS OF GREEN AND SUSTAINABLE
INFRASTRUCTURE FINANCING IN DIFFERENT JURISDICTIONS

This chapter will examine and compare three APAC
jurisdictions, namely Australia, Singapore, and Hong Kong
with a focus on the development of the capital market for
G & S Infra.
In these jurisdictions, existing green and sustainable finance
guidelines or frameworks focus on the sustainability of the
projects’ use of proceeds, usually based on the UNSDG
categories, as well as international best practices and
standards, such as in the Green and Sustainable Trade Finance
and Working Capital Framework in Singapore and the Green
Bond Framework in Hong Kong. However, these frameworks
are not designed to address the complexity of assessing the
sustainability of infrastructure projects.
In buildings sector, with the ongoing development of “green
standards”, governments around the world have come to
recognise some world-renowned sustainability assessment
frameworks, such as BREEAM, LEED and GRESB. Locally,
different assessment methods have also emerged over the
years. Back to the three jurisdictions mentioned above, for
example, Australia has established the National Australian
Built Environment Rating System (NABERS). In Hong Kong,
BEAM Plus, recognised and certified by Hong Kong Green
Building Council is also taken into account in the HKSAR
Government’s Green Bond Framework.
However, these assessment methods might not be sufficient
to cover the span of “infrastructure” given the wide
range of infrastructure projects. Meanwhile, there are also
rating systems in various markets that are tailored for the
sustainability of infrastructure. For example, in Australia,
the Infrastructure Sustainability Council of Australia (ISCA)
established its Infrastructure Sustainability Rating which
defines “sustainable infrastructure” as designing, constructing
and operating infrastructure that allow society to adapt and
optimise to changing social, ecological and economic outcomes
in the long-term. The rating system is comprehensive, covering
six infrastructure categories.25 Similar rating systems are
available in other jurisdictions as well, such as CEEQUAL in the
UK, ENVISION in the US, SuRe in Switzerland, BCA Green Mark
for Infrastructure in Singapore, etc.
As emphasised in this Report, to encourage capital flow
into G & S Infra projects, the development of appropriate
financing vehicles and products are essential. A fast-growing
number of issuers are raising funds through green bonds or

loans. There is also a particular focus on green securitisation
in Australia and Singapore. Singapore’s Bayfront Infrastructure
Management, established in 2019, helped mobilise private
institutional capital into infrastructure financing in connection
with the Infrastructure Take Out Facility initiative which is
sponsored by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. It has
demonstrated a successful pilot securitisation of 37 projects
and infrastructure loans domiciled in the Asia Pacific and
Middle East regions.
In Hong Kong, there is also a huge potential for growing
green securitisation in the GBA as green asset-backed
securities (ABS) remains a common issuer type for green
bonds in Guangdong, which has a cumulative issuance
of USD2.4bn (or accounted for 38%) since 2016 and is
instrumental in improving access to capital for small-scale
green and sustainable projects. Hong Kong is well positioned
to serve as a financing hub in channeling international capital
into GBA’s green ABS.26 And as highlighted in this Report,
policymakers can also set up funds to invest in early-stage
GBA infrastructure projects. For example, South East Asia
Clean Energy Facility (SEACEF), launched in August 2020 as
a philanthropic fund, offers high-risk venture capital type
funding to finance the development of early-stage clean
energy projects in South East Asia. SEACEF has a target of
US$50 million assets under management and aims to facilitate
US$2.5 billion of clean energy investments.
As carbon neutrality becomes the urgent common goal, Hong
Kong is also uniquely placed to collaborate closely with other
cities in the Greater Bay Area (GBA), Mainland China and the
wider international society to facilitate coordinated efforts on
strategic infrastructure planning, standard-setting and carbon
emissions data collection. The Hong Kong Government’s
Green and Sustainable Finance Cross Agency Steering Group
is working with Mainland Chinese regulators to assess the
feasibility of developing Hong Kong as a carbon trading
centre for the GBA and Asia and the policy support required.
This chapter tries to give a high-level comparison of the three
jurisdictions in relation to the following aspects:
•
•
•
•
•

Steering groups
Examples of green and sustainable finance frameworks
Definition of “infrastructure”
Existing financing vehicles available for G & S Infra in
Australia, Singapore and Hong Kong
Regulations / policies targeting or relevant to G & S Infra
investment
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Steering groups
AUSTRALIA

Australian Sustainable Finance Initiative (ASFI)27

SINGAPORE

Green Finance Industry Taskforce (GFIT)28

HONG KONG

Green and Sustainable Finance Cross-Agency Steering Group29

Examples of green and sustainable finance frameworks
AUSTRALIA

The Australian Sustainable Finance Roadmap laid out standards and frameworks to be used
for ESG integration of infrastructure projects30. For example:
1. Infrastructure Sustainability Council of Australia’s (ISCA) Infrastructure Sustainability Rating
2. Green Building Council of Australia’s Green Star Rating System
3. National Australian Built Environment Rating System (NABERS)
4. GRESB’s Infrastructure Asset Assessment

SINGAPORE

Industry-wide green standards and eco labels, certifications, or indexes to use as reference
points to evidence the “greenness” and “sustainability” of associated projects or activities laid
out in the Fostering Green Finance Solutions White Paper31.
1. BREEAM: sustainability assessment method for master planning projects, infrastructure, and buildings
2. LEED: independent verification of resource-efficient, high-performing, healthy, cost-effective
buildings
3. Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO): certificate of global standards for sustainable palm oil
production
4. Forest Stewardship Council (FSC): forest certification and license for forest products
5. In addition to these examples, more credible sustainability standards can be found from the ISEAL
Alliance, which sets standards of good practice for certification schemes and requires its members to
commit to meet them
Green and Sustainable Trade Finance and Working Capital Framework35
In line with the GFIT Taxonomy, the projects and activities must meet the following Environmental
Objectives:
1. Climate change mitigation
2. Climate change adaptation
3. Protect biodiversity
4. Promote resource resilience
More detailed definitions can be found in the Fostering Green Finance Solutions White Paper.

32
33
HONG KONG HKSAR Green Bond Framework mentioned the use of BEAM Plus , recognised and certified

by Hong Kong Green Building Council.
BEAM Plus has 10 assessment aspects34:
1. Integrated Design and Construction Management (IDCM)
2. Community Aspects (CA)
3. Sustainable Site, Site Aspects (SS, SA)
4. Green Building Attributes (GBA)
5. Management (MAN)
6. Materials and Waste Aspects (MWA)
7. Energy Use (EU)
8. Water Use (WU)
9. Health and Wellbeing, Indoor / Outdoor Environmental Quality (HWB, IEQ/OEQ)
10. Innovations and Additions (IA)

HKSAR Green Bond Framework36 sets out how the HKSAR Government intends to issue green
bonds to fund projects that will improve the environment and facilitate the transition to a low
carbon economy.
The framework consists of several pillars:
1. Use of proceeds—eight eligible categories
2. Project evaluation and selection
3. Management of proceeds
4. Reporting
More detailed information can be found in the Green Bond Framework.
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Definition of “Infrastructure”
AUSTRALIA

Infrastructure Australia categorises infrastructure by sectors37:
1. Transport
2. Social infrastructure
3. Energy
4. Telecommunications
5. Water
For more details, please refer to The Australian Infrastructure Audit 2019.
Infrastructure Sustainability Council of Australia’s (ISCA) Infrastructure Sustainability Rating
Categories that can apply for an IS rating:
1. Transport
2. Public and Open Spaces
3. Waste
4. Communication
5. Energy
6. Water
Australia’s Infrastructure Priority List38 produced by Infrastructure Australia with its own
Assessment Framework39:
1. sets out the investment opportunities that can deliver nationally significant benefits to Australians,
2. guides decision makers towards the infrastructure investments that will support productivity and
quality of life benefits for Australian communities.

SINGAPORE

IInfrastructure Asia, established by Enterprise Singapore and Monetary Authority of
Singapore, categorises infrastructure by five current focus sectors40:
1. Energy
2. Social infrastructure
3. Transport
4. Urban solutions
5. Water & sanitation

41
HONG KONG Hong Kong SAR Government Budget 2021-22

Policy areas under Infrastructure are classified as below:
1. Buildings, lands, planning, heritage conservation, greening and landscape
2. Land and waterborne transport
3. Water supply, drainage and slope safety

Definition of “infrastructure” under the Unified Fund Exemption Regime of Hong Kong:42
Pursuant to section 20AP(4) of the Inland Revenue Ordinance, infrastructure means any publicly or
privately owned facility providing or distributing services for the benefit of the public, and includes any
water, sewage, energy, fuel, transportation or communication facility.
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Existing financing vehicles available for G & S Infra in Australia, Singapore and Hong Kong
AUSTRALIA

1. Green bonds
Best suited to large projects or portfolios of assets and can be structured in a number of ways, including
ABS, use of proceeds bonds, and project bonds.
FlexiGroup has issued certified green tranches in four ABS to refinance solar consumer loans.43
2. Aggregation of smaller projects such as rooftop solar loans or leases can be done through green
securitisation (e.g. FlexiGroup green bond) or through banks by originating green loans and refinancing
in the green bond market (e.g. ANZ, CBA, NAB and Westpac).
3. Green securitisation
National Australia Bank (NAB) included a AUD 300 million (USD225.1 million) green tranche in a AUD 2
billion residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS) transaction44.
4. Green loan
The Bank Australia Clean Energy Home Loan was launched in January 2020, drawing on up to AUD
60 million in finance from the Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC).45
5. Direct grant/debt
The build of a 29 MW waste-to-energy plant in Rockingham Industrial Zone is funded by direct grant
from The Australian Renewable Energy Agency as well as debt from the CEFC46.
6. Financial system innovations
Creation of new green and sustainable investment products designed to appeal to investors with different
risk appetites. This includes green and sustainability-linked loans and green retail deposit products.47

SINGAPORE

The Fostering Green Finance Solutions White Paper48 laid out financial solutions for the shipping
industry proposed by GFIT.
1. Debt: Transition loans or transition bonds could be in the form of specific use of proceeds that finance
activities or technologies that contribute to better environmental outcomes.
2. Equity solutions could take the form of venture capital that finance start-up companies developing
new technologies.
3. Besides debt and equity instruments, they also proposed an industry-wide programme structured as a
guarantee framework for green and sustainable projects.
a. The programme is structured as a guarantee framework with financial institutions specialised in
sector-specific financing.
b. The guarantee programme is intended to finance sector-specific projects—in this case, some 		
shipbuilding projects including new vessels, conversion and retrofitting of vessels.
c. The target users would be companies in that sector that obtain financing through a Partner
Financial Institution (PFI) with the programme supported by a government body.
4. Securitisation
Bayfront Infrastructure Management (Bayfront), a Singapore-based platform established in 2019, helped to
mobilise private institutional capital into infrastructure financing in connection with the Infrastructure Take
Out Facility initiative that is sponsored by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
Bayfront demonstrated a successful pilot securitisation of 37 projects and infrastructure loans domiciled
in the Asia Pacific and Middle East regions. Securitised notes were issued by an SPV named Bayfront
Infrastructure Capital (BIC).49

50
HONG KONG 1. Global X China Clean Energy ETF

Exchange-traded fund (ETF) with an investment focus on clean energy listed in Jan 2020, whose underlying
index is Solactive China Clean Energy Index.

2. Link REIT’s five-year sustainability-linked loan (US$129 million) from OCBC bank51
OCBC Bank will offer interest rate reductions on a tier basis subject to Link REIT’s ESG performance,
measured by sustainability indices under the Global Real Estate Sustainability Benchmark (GRESB).
3. Sustainability-linked bond issued by New World Development52
• Use of proceeds: The net proceeds will be on-lent to the Guarantor and/or its subsidiaries for general
corporate purposes.
• Sustainability-Linked Bond (SLB) Framework developed by New World Development53 selected the
following KPI: Percentage of Renewable Energy in Rental Properties in the Greater Bay Area.
4. Green bonds issued by MTR Corporation Limited54
• MTR issued a US$1.2 billion 10-year green bond in August 2020, the largest green bond issuance in Hong Kong.
• Since its first green bond in 2016, the Corporation has raised HK$16.8 billion, funding projects which
improve energy efficiency, enhance railway service and conserve nature.
5. Green bonds issued under HKSAR Government’s Green Bond Programme55
• Proceeds raised under the Programme will be credited to the Capital Works Reserve Fund to finance
or refinance government projects that provide environmental benefits and support the sustainable
development of Hong Kong.
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Regulations/ Policies targeting or relevant to G & S Infra investment
AUSTRALIA

1. Plans laid out In the Australian Sustainable Finance Roadmap56 regarding G & S Infra
includes:
a. aligning Australia’s Infrastructure Priority List (see above) produced by Infrastructure Australia with
the objective of achieving net zero emissions by 2050,
b. integrating built environment ratings into consumer and business lending and investment
valuations, including infrastructure projects.
2. From 2019/2020, the Government has stated that it will invest AUD13bn in transport infrastructure
through innovative financing options, which include concessional loans, guarantees, phased
grants and availability payments, equity injections and value capture.57 Government-backed
concessional loans are a new structure which provides greater leverage against the revenue streams
of transport (i.e. fares).

SINGAPORE

1. South East Asia Clean Energy Facility (SEACEF) was launched in August 2020 as a philanthropic
fund to offer high-risk venture capital type of funding to finance the development of early-stage
clean energy projects in South East Asia.58 SEACEF has a target of USD50 million assets under
management and aims to facilitate USD2.5 billion worth of clean energy investments. It is hoped that
more small development projects will be funded to reach the ready-to-build stage for subsequent
project financing.
2. Bayfront
Mobilising institutional capital through Infrastructure Asset Backed Securities (IABS)59 via the
Singapore government-sponsored Bayfront Infrastructure Management (Bayfront).
3. Clifford Capital
The new venture by Clifford Capital–a Singapore-based project finance lending firm part-owned by
Temasek Holdings, one of the country’s sovereign wealth funds will purchase infrastructure and
project finance loans primarily made by commercial banks in Asia. Singapore’s Ministry of
Finance is providing a financing guarantee to the platform’s lenders.

HONG KONG A Carbon Market Work Stream (CMWS) under the Green and Sustainable Finance Cross-Agency

Steering Group (CASG), co-chaired by the Securities and Futures Commission (SFC) and the Hong
Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited (HKEX) has been set up. It aims to work with Mainland Chinese
regulators to assess the feasibility of developing Hong Kong as a carbon trading centre for the GBA and
Asia and the policy support required.
Hong Kong’s 2021 Policy Address emphasised the goal to develop Hong Kong as a regional green
finance centre, providing capital for projects with environmental benefits, including including G & S Infra
projects.
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CHAPTER 5

LEGAL AND REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

Hong Kong is an international fund management and
distribution centre, with a 50% increase in funds raised
through initial public offerings and a 20% growth in asset
under management (AUM) in the 12-month period ending
June 2021, according to the Report on Hong Kong’s Business
Environment published by the Hong Kong Government.60
This chapter reviews Hong Kong’s regulatory and legal
environment as a hub for G & S Infra funds and examines its
competitive edges over other regional cities in this regard.

Established common law system
and arbitration hub
Hong Kong has a unique bilingual English-Chinese
language common law system with its rule of law based
on case precedent and judicial independence. It is also the
only jurisdiction outside of Mainland China with mutual
arrangements with the mainland for judicial assistance across
civil and commercial matters, including reciprocal recognition
and enforcement of court judgments, arbitral awards, as well
as mutual assistance for court-ordered interim measures in
aid of arbitral proceedings. This makes Hong Kong the ideal
place to resolve Mainland China-related civil and commercial
disputes.

Robust funds market
With its niche global positioning and an efficient and effective
regulatory regime, Hong Kong has grown into a leading fund
distribution centre. The number of locally-domiciled retail
funds grew by 9% year on year as at the end of June 2021,
with net fund inflows hitting HK$62 billion (US$7.96 billion).
The number of SFC-licensed firms with Type 9 regulated
activity—asset management—rose by 3% to 1,930, according
to Ms. Christina Choi, the Executive Director of Investment
Products of the SFC during a webinar on 7 September 2021.
Hong Kong has established itself as a global investment
fund distribution hub for fund managers, with the SFC
seeking relentlessly to cement this stature by frequently
consulting market participants. For example, in 2019 the city
introduced the online distribution of fund products following
a public consultation to, among other things, clarify how the
investors suitability requirement would operate in an online

environment. The SFC has also in recent years tied up mutual
recognition of funds arrangements with not only Mainland
China, but also markets including the United Kingdom,
Switzerland and Luxembourg, with the expectation that more
will follow.
This optimism is due to significant changes in Hong Kong’s
legal and tax landscape in recent years. These encompass
new fund structures—the limited partnership fund (LPF) and
the open-ended fund company (OFC)—as well as tax relief,
which will be detailed in the tax chapter, and the recent
enactment of a new law to allow for efficient and simple redomiciliation of investment funds in Hong Kong.
Hong Kong is also eager to develop itself into a vibrant REIT
market, with the recent launch of listed infrastructure REITs
in Mainland China set to provide even more cross-border
synergies in terms of regulatory and fundraising ties.
Meanwhile, given a slew of new disclosure rules that
investment funds have to comply with in the Cayman Islands
and other offshore jurisdictions, Hong Kong fund managers
are seen to moving away from their more traditional offshore
fund structures in favour of domestic ones.
Further, Hong Kong is not only the world’s largest offshore
RMB centre, but also expected to continue to be at the
forefront of the currency’s liberalisation process, which in turn
is forecast to fuel greater interest in offshore RMB products
including investment funds.

Available fund structures
In addition to being a robust and vibrant asset management
hub where thousands of fund products are being distributed,
Hong Kong has in recent years strengthened its infrastructure
as a fully-fledged asset management centre, including
launching new fund structures which cater to the needs of
asset managers and investors.
Before the launch of OFCs and LPFs, the only viable fund
structure in Hong Kong was unit trust, which was mostly
used for SFC authorised funds. As such, while Hong Kong is
a hub for international and local asset managers, most of the
retail and alternative products launched by these managers
resorted to using offshore structures such as Cayman Islands
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unit trusts, exempt companies or partnerships. Recognising
the importance of local fund structures, the Hong Kong
Government launched the Hong Kong domiciled OFCs and
LPF structures in 2018 and 2020 respectively.
In the case of privately offered infrastructure funds, the most
prevalent fund structure has been the limited partnership. A
limited partnership structure is well suited for this purpose as
it allows for a high level of flexibility for the manager (general
partner) to agree the terms with the investors, including the
terms of the fund, investment mandate, distribution of profits,
how the fund will be wound up or liquidated, etc. Key factors
that would influence the domicile of the vehicle include:
•
•
•
•
•

Acceptability / popularity of the fund vehicle
Investor preference
Ease of setup
Maintenance cost
Tax neutrality or transparency

Consequently, the most common vehicle for Asian privately
offered infrastructure funds in the past has been the Cayman
Islands limited partnership. However, in recent years, there
have been increasing concerns from some investors, most
notably European institutions, regarding direct investments in
Cayman Islands vehicles.
This is partly due to the OECD blacklisting of Cayman Islands
for a short period of time in 2020 as a non-cooperative tax
jurisdiction. As such, there has been an increasing interest in
local vehicles that offer similar flexibility as the Cayman Islands
structure [see Appendix II for a comparison of Hong Kong,
Singapore and Cayman private investment fund vehicles].
Indeed, many European fund managers have pivoted towards
Luxembourg or Singapore fund vehicles. The Hong Kong LPF
regime, which shares similar flexibilities with the Cayman
Islands limited partnership, was legislated in August 2020
and more than one year later, over 300 Hong Kong LPFs have
been set up. This is due to advantages such as:
•

a robust regulatory framework that provides additional
assurance to investors with regard to the oversight of the
asset managers;

•

the ease for a fund manager to open bank accounts for
a Hong Kong vehicle, compared to the difficulty of doing
so for an offshore (e.g. Cayman or BVI) vehicle under
increasingly strict AML KYC regulations; and

•

lower set-up and maintenance costs for a Hong Kong
limited partnership compared to those of a Cayman
Islands limited partnership. For example, a Cayman
vehicle requires the hiring of Cayman counsel, Cayman

auditors, etc., in addition to their local counterparts,
which means it usually takes longer to set up and
maintain a Cayman vehicle than setting up a Hong Kong
one, due to additional liaison and approval processes.
Other than the LPF structure, Hong Kong also offers other
fund structures such as unit trusts and OFCs. Going forward,
we expect that there would be the launch of more listed
vehicles investing in G & S Infra, or climate-themed public
funds investing in listed companies that are focused on such
infrastructure.
As discussed in the tax chapter, Hong Kong offers an
attractive tax regime for both fund vehicles and asset
managers, including the unified tax exemption regime for
funds and the Carry Interest Tax Concession that was just
enacted in 2021. Asset managers can also take advantage of
flexible, user-friendly fund vehicles in Hong Kong, with the
Hong Kong Government also having passed a law in 2021 to
allow for a non-Hong Kong limited partnership to redomicile
as an LPF. This flexibility means that existing infrastructure
funds may also consider redomiciling in Hong Kong.

Regulators provide a full ecosystem by clearing
the path for infrastructure fund managers
Hong Kong has a transparent and explicit licensing regime.
The SFC supervises market participant compliance with
the relevant ordinances, codes and guidelines, and ensures
that key rules are met, including the Securities and Futures
Ordinance, the SFC Code on mutual funds and unit trusts,
the Code on Real Estate Investment Trusts, the SFC Code of
Conduct of Person Licensed or Registered by the SFC, and the
Fund Manager Code of Conduct (FMCC).
On 29 June 2021, the SFC issued a circular to management
companies of SFC-authorised unit trusts and mutual funds
(the “Circular”) that sets out guidelines for funds that build
green and ESG factors in their investment processes. The
SFC-authorised funds which fulfil the requirements set out
in the Circular are listed in the SFC’s website. This notice
will supersede the 2019 equivalent on 1 January 2022.
While it only applies to the abovementioned SFC-authorised
structures, any fund manager looking to establish a green
fund will do well to take its lead.
The FMCC was revamped in 2019 to mandate certain
disclosure requirements by fund managers to investors. The
latest SFC Consultation Conclusions on the Management and
Disclosure of Climate-related Risks by Fund Managers will
result in further amendments to the FMCC to provide highlevel principles, with a circular set to detail expected standards
for complying with the FMCC.
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Since COVID-19 struck, we have seen an increasing investor
focus on ESG. Investors are now asking asset managers about
their ESG policy and framework, and ESG/green products
have gone mainstream. As the Financial Services Development
Council addressed in its July 2020 report Hong Kong–
Developing into Global ESG Investment Hub of Asia, the city
has made great progress in ESG, with government agencies
and regulators launching key initiatives.
For instance, the Government Green Bond Programme
(GGBP) which was launched in 2018 with a borrowing ceiling
of HK$100 billion, has been an unqualified success after
issuing at least US$3.5 billion of green notes. What this means
is an affirmation of long-term investor confidence in Hong
Kong’s credit strengths and economic fundamentals. And as
announced in Hong Kong’s 2021-22 Budget, the Government
plans to not only issue these instruments regularly, but also
expand the programme by doubling its borrowing ceiling
to HK$200 billion. It is estimated that a total of HK$175.5
billion in green bonds will be issued within the next five years,
subject to market conditions. The general public may also
participate in the noteworthy initiative via retail issuances. In
November 2021, the Hong Kong Government successfully
issued RMB5 billion offshore renminbi green bonds under the
Government Green Bond Programme (GGBP), which is the
Government’s inaugural offering of renminbi-denominated
bonds. This signifies the strong demands for instruments with
green and sustainable impacts from a diversified group of
investors.
Meanwhile, a Green and Sustainable Finance Grant Scheme
was also launched in May 2021 to further boost this particular
ecosystem by subsidising eligible bond issuers and loan
borrowers certain costs of bond issuance and external review
services.
The Green and Sustainable Finance Cross-Agency Steering
Group was set up in May 2020 and is co-chaired by the
Hong Kong Monetary Authority and the SFC. Its members
comprise the Environment Bureau, the Financial Services
and the Treasury Bureau, Hong Kong Exchanges and
Clearing Limited, the Insurance Authority and the Mandatory
Provident Fund Schemes Authority. The Group aims to coordinate the management of climate and environmental
risks to the financial sector, accelerate the growth of green
and sustainable finance in Hong Kong, and support the
Government’s climate strategies, and in December 2020, it
published a long-term strategic plan, complete with action
points, toward meeting these objectives.
Against this backdrop, asset managers, banks and listed
companies in Hong Kong are subject to minimal disclosure
requirements, while larger institutions will need to submit
quantitative scenario assessments for climate-related risks.

It is expected that in time to come, the city will evolve into a
leading ESG financial hub with robust regulatory requirements
on climate and other related risks, and produce a worldclass ecosystem featuring professional support such as rating
agencies as well as ESG consultants and advisers.
As an international financial centre, Hong Kong has a stable
currency regime linked to the US dollar with no exchange
control, a fully convertible capital account (property and
securities) system, as well as a strong presence of international
banks with infrastructure financing and active FX trading
capabilities. This makes it easier to facilitate hedging activities
at investment level while allowing for easy distribution to
investors as there is no withholding tax at distribution.

Are leading financial centres keeping pace
with sustainable developments?
While many leading financial centres fare well in both the
Global Financial Centres Index (GFCI) and the Global Green
Finance Index (GGFI), there remains room for improvement
where Hong Kong is concerned.
The city ranked fourth in the latest iteration of the GFCI,
while coming in 40th in the GGFI. By comparison, financial
hubs such as London, Zurich and Luxembourg in Europe, and
Shanghai, Tokyo and Singapore in Asia ranked among the top
20 for both indices.
By way of background, GGFI is based on a worldwide
survey of finance professionals on the depth (measured
by the percentage of “green” finance offerings in each
financial centre) and quality of green finance offerings in
these centres. It also takes into account ratings generated
by a statistical model that measures the competitiveness of
124 financial centres based on 140 sources that cover four
areas: sustainability, business environment, infrastructure and
human capital. To break it down further, sustainability covers
not only green finance activities, but also broader elements,
like environment and biodiversity, renewable energy use, and
the quality of life.
The same survey also showed that policy and regulatory
frameworks continued to be identified as the leading driver
in the development of green finance, hence “underlining
the reliance of green finance on robust and stable policy
frameworks”61. Green bonds regained its status from the last
survey as the most interesting area of green finance, followed
by sustainable infrastructure finance and ESG analytics. The
first two segments again ranked top where the potential of
being the most impactful green finance activity is concerned,
along with renewable energy investment.
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In summary, there are at least three key takeaways to
consider:
1. Sustainable infrastructure finance was ranked as a top
area of interest and has the greatest impact on green
finance in a survey of over 700 financial professionals
worldwide.

e.

The Foundation de Luxembourg features as a publicprivate partnership that provides a platform for the
establishing of private philanthropic foundations,
while providing advice and guidance to donors.

f.

The jurisdiction places an emphasis on financial
knowledge transfer, as reflected by initiatives such as
the recently launched LGX Academy and Datahub set
up by the Luxembourg Stock Exchange.

2. Policy and regulatory frameworks were ranked as the
leading driver in the development of green finance.
3. In order to be considered as a green finance hub, a
financial centre needs to convey overall strength in its
general sustainability performance.
In this section, we took a closer look at two financial centres
that are recognised as green and sustainble finance hubs,
and noted their focus on creating an ecosystem that covers
market platforms, certification, supporting talent and
knowledge transfer, etc. More importantly, we looked at how
the jurisdictions incorporated the development of green and
sustainable finance as part of their strategy to address climate
change and achieve green and sustainable development.
1.

Luxembourg62 , the leading global ESG fund domicile
with a 21.2% market share.
a.

Established in 2016, the Luxembourg Green Exchange
(LGX) is the world’s first platform dedicated to
sustainable securities, listing around half of the world’s
green bonds and a third of the world’s sustainability
and social bonds. The jurisdiction also launched a
Chinese domestic Green Bond Channel in partnership
with the Shanghai Stock Exchange, providing access
to China’s bond market to international investors and
bridging the information gap.

b. Luxembourg is also the leading sustainable
investment funds domicile in Europe. It offers flexible
investment vehicles like layered funds which provide
convenience to attract both public and private funds.
c.

Home to LuxFlag, a sustainable finance label created
in 2006 that provides microfinance, environmental
finance, climate finance, broad ESG funds as well as
green bonds.

d. In early 2000s, the jurisdiction sharpened its expertise
in micro and inclusive finance, which provided the
foundation for its development of impact finance
and sustainable finance. Today, its 31 microfinance
funds account for 50% of all global microfinance
investment vehicles.

g. It has in place a sustainable finance strategy, namely
the Luxembourg Sustainable Finance Roadmap 2018
that was created together with the UN Environment
Programme Finance Initiative (UNEP FI).
2. Singapore63, a financial centre that aims to be a hub for
impact investing.
a.

The Singapore Green Plan 2030 was launched in
February 2020; before that, it introduced the Green
Finance Action Plan in 2019 and the Climate Action
Plan in 2016.

b. More than 80% of the top asset managers in
Singapore are signatories of the United Nations
Principles for Responsible Investment (UN PRI).
c.

Singapore’s key strategies are: 1) strengthening
financial sector resilience to environment risks, 2)
developing markets and solutions for a sustainable
economy, 3) harnessing technology to ensure
trustworthy and efficient sustainable finance flows,
and 4) building knowledge and capabilities in
sustainable finance.

d. An example of strategy 2 is the Monetary Authority
of Singapore’s (MAS) Green Investment Programme,
which seeks to place US$2 billion among asset
managers committed to growing green capabilities
in Singapore, which will in turn invest in firms in the
public market with a strong green focus. By June
2021, the MAS had allocated US$1.8 billion to five
undisclosed asset managers.
e.

SOE investments.
i.
Singapore’s state-owned investment company
Temasek has been making allocations to
funds with an ESG commitment. In March
2021, it allocated US$500 million to Leapfrog
Investments, an Asia- and Africa-focused
impact investor. It is also in talks to invest in
two other impact investing funds.
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ii.

In April 2021, Temasek announced a
partnership with BlackRock, committing
US$600 million to invest in companies working
to reduce carbon emissions through a series
of late-stage venture capital and early growth
private equity investment funds.

Recommendations

3. Encourage the Mandatory Provident Fund Authority
(MPFA) to promote investments with green and
sustainable impact by mandating MPF fund managers to
allocate a certain percentage of their portfolios to ESG
or climate-related products. In addition to encouraging
the MPFA to consider innovative practices in other
jurisdictions so as to promote investments with green and
sustainable impact; and considering infrastructure as an
eligible asset class on the MPF platform.

In order to improve the legal and regulatory environment for
investment funds to set up and operate in Hong Kong and
help investors and asset owners invest in green infrastructure
projects, we recommend that the Hong Kong Government
consider the following measures:

4. Promote Hong Kong as a G & S Infra investment fund
hub to Mainland China and international sovereign funds
where they may appoint local managers to oversee green
and sustainability funds, such as those holding Chinabased infrastructure-linked assets.

1.

5. Seek ties with like-minded jurisdictions where investors
may cross invest in each other’s sustainability-linked
instruments.

Recommend the Financial Services and the Treasury
Bureau (FSTB) to propose in the 2022-23 Hong Kong
Budget to include the set-up of limited partnership funds
(LPFs) in Hong Kong or re-domiciliation of offshore
limited partnership funds to LPFs in Hong Kong in the
subsidy scheme, to more specifically cover green and
sustainable investment funds, while vigorously promoting
the advantages of Hong Kong as a fund domicile.

2. Encourage Hong Kong’s Exchange Fund and Future Fund
(the Funds) to invest in Hong Kong G & S Infra initiatives;
this means according priority to assets tied to proper
governance and environment protection frameworks and
conducting post-investment monitoring to ensure that
standards are adhered to. The Funds could also set up
dedicated portfolios to invest in early-stage infrastructure
projects in the GBA to boost investor confidence and
attract funding from global investors through Hong
Kong.

6. Introduce policies that further facilitate cross-border G &
S Infra investments; for example, with the REITs market
becoming more robust in both Hong Kong and Mainland
China, investment products such as G & S Infra REITs
listed in Hong Kong may be made accessible to Mainland
investors and vice versa. Include G & S Infra REITs listed
in the Mainland /Hong Kong in the product scope under
the Stock Connect, subject to the approval of the China
Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC)/Securities and
Futures Commission (SFC). Engage SFC in discussions to
set up such an arrangement.
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CHAPTER 6

TAX CONSIDERATIONS

In the context of G & S infra investment funds, the following
key tax issues are always of concern to investors and fund
managers:
1)

Fund level tax imposed on investment funds and their
special purpose vehicles (SPVs) established for purposes of
administering and holding the investee entities. Such tax
is generally levied by the tax authorities where investment
funds and SPVs are managed.

2) Investment level tax applied to investee entities in
respect of the disposal gains and / or dividends derived by
investment funds or SPVs. Such tax is generally levied by
the tax authorities where the investee entities are located.
3) Fund management tax imposed on fund managers on
their management fee and performance fee or carried
interest.

Fund level tax
For investors and asset owners, apart from achieving their
green and sustainable investment goals, maximising their
return on investment is also one of the key objectives with tax
being a major influencing factor. In this regard, investors and
asset owners consider fund level tax as an important factor
when deciding whether to invest in an investment fund as
such tax will significantly affect the investment return. Further,
fund level tax will potentially cause double taxation issue. In
some cases, the investors and asset owners are subject to tax
again on fund distributions and / or redemption gains in their
local tax jurisdictions.
Therefore, it is paramount for investors and asset owners to
select an investment fund structure that offers tax neutrality
or tax transparency. It is market practice to set up and operate
investment funds in a jurisdiction that offers safe harbor tax
exemption. In general, investors and asset owners will expect
the investment funds and their SPVs to be tax neutral and not
subject to any fund level tax.
As described in chapter 3, Hong Kong has a well-established
platform to support the fund management industry. For
public funds, Section 26A(1A) of the Inland Revenue
Ordinance (IRO) provides tax exemption to sums derived from
specified investment schemes in respect of mutual funds, unit

trusts and similar investment schemes. The exemption applies
to investment schemes that are authorised under Section 104
of the Securities and Futures Ordinance, or the Commissioner
of the Inland Revenue is satisfied that the schemes are bona
fide widely held investment schemes which comply with the
requirements of a supervisory authority within an acceptable
regulatory regime.
Effective from 1 April 2019, UFE has been widely leveraged
by private fund managers. To the extent conditions of UFE are
satisfied, a private fund (regardless of whether it is domiciled
in Hong Kong or not) and its SPVs are exempt from Hong
Kong profits tax even if they are managed by a Hong Kong
fund manager on a discretionary basis. For private fund
managers, it provides great convenience as they can localise
most or all of the investment management functions in Hong
Kong without exposing the funds and their SPVs to any
Hong Kong profits tax. For investors and asset owners, since
they are generally more willing to invest in funds protected
by safe harbor rules such as UFE, it further strengthens the
competitiveness of Hong Kong as an AWM hub. Investors
and asset owners will not be subject to any Hong Kong
withholding tax on the fund distributions and / or redemption
gains received. There is an anti-avoidance tax provision
“deeming provision” which is applicable to certain types of
Hong Kong tax resident investors if the private investment
funds are not bona fide widely held.
For purposes of the UFE, one of the conditions to be satisfied
by a private infrastructure fund is that its investments meet
the conditions of “qualifying assets” as defined in the IRO.
The scope of “qualifying assets” is broad and generally
covers private equity investments to the extent the investee
private companies meet relevant tests. Nonetheless, the
Inland Revenue Department (IRD) clarifies in Departmental
Interpretation and Practical Notes No. 61 (DIPN 61) that loans
or distressed debts structured in the form of “securities”
are qualifying assets. In other words, direct lending of loans
will not be regarded as qualifying assets unless they are
structured as “securities”.
Due to the above, when a private infrastructure fund provides
debt financing to a green infrastructure company and derives
interest income, if the debt does not clearly fall under the
definition of “securities”, the fund may fail to enjoy UFE
exemption and such interest income, if Hong Kong sourced,
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could be subject to Hong Kong profits tax. Such uncertainty
has raised a lot of attention to the industry as “green finance”
has been a hot topic in recent years. We have seen a trend
that more private funds are established with investment
objectives to support the investee private companies which
hold infrastructure projects / assets (e.g. Belt and Road
Initiative). However, it is common that all or part of the fund
monies will be provided to the investee private companies
through direct lending of loans rather than equities, bonds,
debentures or notes. Such structure may be adopted due to
different reasons including commercial, legal and regulatory
restrictions. Some private fund managers, including Hong
Kong originated fund management groups, have determined
or are considering migrating their investment teams from
Hong Kong to Singapore due to the reason that Singapore’s
private fund exemption regime covers direct lending of
loans. This has undermined the attraction of Hong Kong to
private credit fund managers for purposes of localising their
investment management businesses. This has jeopardised
Hong Kong’s status as a leading AWM centre.
The UFE includes an “incidental income” condition which
stipulates that income incidental to the qualifying transactions
should not exceed 5% of the total trading receipts of an
investment fund. In ascertaining the 5% threshold, only Hong
Kong sourced revenue income will be taken into account in
the calculation. If the 5% threshold is exceeded, the entire
incidental income will be chargeable to Hong Kong profits
tax. When a fund invests in fixed income assets, interest
income is treated by the IRD as “incidental income” and
therefore subject to the 5% restriction. In many cases, the
“incidental income” requirement would cause adverse profits
tax impact to investment funds. For example, a private
infrastructure fund may invest in green bonds with a hold-tomaturity investment strategy. The fund will recognise interest
income during holding period but it will likely not derive any
trading receipts until disposal or redemption. In such event,
to the extent the interest income is Hong Kong sourced (e.g.
unlisted Hong Kong green bondsviii), the 5% threshold posts
a high risk which if breached, the entire interest income of
the fund will be subject to Hong Kong profits tax. This has
caused a lot of concerns for fixed income and credit fund
managers and is not conducive in developing Hong Kong into
a leading fixed income market. In practice, bonds, notes and
debentures are very typical credit assets and they are widely
invested by private funds. Despite these assets being treated
as “qualifying assets” under the UFE, the funds could still
be subject to Hong Kong profits tax on interest income if it
breaches the 5% threshold.

Investment level tax
As of the date of this Report, Hong Kong has concluded
avoidance of double taxation agreements (DTA) with 45
jurisdictions. Such extensive DTA network provides an
effective platform for Hong Kong managed investment funds
to minimise their overall tax burden.
On the investment level, local operations of investee entities
of an investment fund will generally be subject to local taxes
including corporate income tax and other indirect taxes such
as value added tax, local surtaxes, property tax and land
use tax. Such taxes may be reduced or exempted if local
governments offer tax incentives or exemption. Withholding
income tax on profits arising from a fund’s investments may
also be reduced or exempted in the investee locations if they
are covered by local tax relief or DTA measures.
Green incentives are also relevant at the investment level.
For example, Hong Kong’s Green and Sustainable Finance
Grant Scheme (GSF Grant Scheme) offers subsidies to cover
the expenses on bond issuance and external review services
for eligible green and sustainable bond issuers and loan
borrowers. Its Qualifying Debt Instrument (“QDI”) Scheme
provides profits tax exemption on interest income and trading
profits to QDIs, including green and sustainability bonds
issued on or after 1 April 2018, unless such interest income or
trading profits are received by or accrued to an associate of
the QDI issuer.
Further, the Energy Efficiency Registration Scheme for
Buildings (HKEERSB) took effect from 1 January 2018,
providing a 100% accelerated tax deduction in the first
year for eligible energy efficient building installations and
renewable energy devices of new or existing buildings /
premises meeting certain energy performance requirements
under the Building Energy Efficiency Ordinance. In addition,
accelerated tax deduction allows tax deduction to be
claimed over five years by equal instalment for environmental
protection installation expenditures. Further, a 100%
accelerated tax deduction in the first year applies to
expenditures on environmental protection machinery and
environmental-friendly vehicle.
A summary of the green tax and other incentives can be
found in Sustainable investing takes off in Asia Pacific, a
recent PwC report that explores the sustainable investment
landscape in 11 Asia Pacific jurisdictions including Hong
Kong.64 The report finds thatcurrently only one out of the
11 jurisdictions does not have green and sustainable tax
incentives in place.

viii. Hong Kong provides a special profits tax exemption regime to the investment of qualifying debt instruments (“QDIs”). Bonds issued on or after 1
April 2018 and listed on Hong Kong Stock Exchange are treated as QDIs.
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In the meantime, there are some innovative green and
sustainable tax incentives or practices in other jurisdictions
that can be good references for the Hong Kong Government.
For example, to promote decarbonisation among companies,
the Japanese Government provides tax credits or a special tax
depreciation for certain assets that contribute significantly to
the reduction of greenhouse gases. More notably, asset and
wealth management sector in Australia can directly benefit
from the Government’s green tax incentives. India, on the
other hand, imposes green taxes on sectors that are crucial to
carbon emission reduction, including transport and logistics
as well as conventional energy and power.

Fund management tax
Hong Kong fund managers of public and private investment
funds will be subject to Hong Kong profits tax on
management fees and performance fees earned only if such
fees are attributable to services performed in Hong Kong.
Fees attributable to non-Hong Kong performed services are
regarded as non-Hong Kong sourced income and managers
may lodge an offshore income claim on such portion to
reduce the effective profits tax rate.
With regard to private equity fund managers, Hong Kong
has launched a Carried Interest Tax Concession Regime in
the summer of 2021. This regime retrospectively applies to
eligible carried interest received by, or accrued to, a qualifying
person on or after 1 April 2020. Based on the regime, such
carried interest will not be subject to any profits tax and the
full amount will be excluded from the employment income
for qualifying employees. Carried Interest Tax Concession
is an important milestone with Hong Kong being the first
jurisdiction in Asia to introduce tax concessionary rules for
carried interest.
It is worth noting that certain conditions have to be satisfied
before one applies for the Carried Interest Tax Concession.
One of the conditions is that the investment fund itself must
be eligible for UFE before the fund manager moves on to
application. As mentioned, when a private infrastructure
fund offers direct lending of loans, such loan agreements
will not be regarded as “qualifying assets” under the UFE
rules. Accordingly, carried interest arises from such green
finance loans will not be eligible for the Carried Interest Tax
Concession Regime.

Recommendations
In order to develop Hong Kong as an investment fund hub
for G & S Infra financing in APAC, we recommend the Hong
Kong Government to review its tax policy and incentives
and take into account the innovative practices in other
jurisdictions. Our recommendations are as follows:
1.

Revise the definition of “business undertaking for general
commercial or industrial business purposes” in Section
20 AM of the Inland Revenue Ordinance and allow an
infrastructure fund to engage directly in the construction
or acquisition of infrastructure projects / assets, to the
extent they satisfy the definition of “infrastructure”.

2. Expand the scope of “qualifying assets” under the UFE
exemption rules to cover private debts financing.
3. Exclude interest income from the scope of “incidental
income” under the UFE regime and treat such interest
income as income from qualifying assets.
4. Should the scope of “qualifying assets” be expanded to
cover private debts financing, we recommend that the
Hong Kong Government extends the Carried Interest Tax
Concession Regime to cover carried interest arising from
such “qualifying assets”.
5. Expand the scope of assets and expenditures eligible
to accelerated tax deduction to include expenditures
incurred within the scope of sustainable infrastructure as
prescribed in the FAST-Infra Sustainable Label.
6. As for governments of jurisdictions that are in need of
G & S Infra funding, especially from foreign capital, we
suggest them to review their current tax policies and
incentives to minimise the investment level taxes and
withholding tax.
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CONCLUSION

Climate resilience and sustainable development are
inextricably intertwined. As climate challenges continue to be
a pressing issue around the world, the opportunity to develop
green and sustainable solutions in the investment world is
also increasing.
The COP26 summit demonstrated this with examples: While
United Nations Secretary-General António Guterres put great
emphasis on accelerated actions to keep the 1.5 degree
goal alive, and the urgency to provide climate finance to
developing markets, progresses have also been made. China
and the United States announced a joint agreement to cut
emissions in this decade. A total of US$130 trillion managed
by over 450 institutions including fund managers, issuers and
banks, etc. across 45 countries will be committed to achieving
the global net zero targets through the Glasgow Financial
Alliance for Net Zero (GFANZ).65 The Glasgow Climate Pact
saw the doubling of funding to help developing nations adapt
to climate change by 2025.66
As progress has been made in mobilising capital towards
greening the global economy, the critical role of investment
funds in financing G & S Infra projects to deliver sustained
outcomes has also become more evident. Globally, the
Climate Investment Funds (CIF) was established in 2008 and
has channeled over US$60 billion from governments and

private sectors to climate-smart projects in 72 developing
and middle-income economies.67 In Hong Kong, HKEX joined
GFANZ as one of the six stock exchanges alongside other
financial institutions.68 This presents significant opportunities
for Hong Kong to leverage its strength in financial services
to deliver green and sustainable impacts through financial
instruments and products such as listed investment funds.
The global awareness of climate risks and the call for a green
and sustainable future have risen to an unprecedented level.
In order to develop Hong Kong as a leading investment fund
hub for G & S Infra financing, Hong Kong must establish itself
as a role model for green and sustainability. This requires
relentless efforts to harmonise the standards for G & S
Infra in Hong Kong, and to improve its legal and regulatory
environment, as well as its tax regime and incentives.
There have been some encouraging developments in the
international society; and the Green and Sustainable Finance
Cross-Agency Steering Group has recently voiced its support
for Hong Kong’s Climate Action Plan 2050 and the COP26
goals and reaffirmed its commitment to develop Hong Kong
as a green and sustainable finance hub. However, the road of
green transformation is still long and winding. Coordinated
efforts of governments, private sectors and the public are
much needed to achieve the desirable scale and scope.
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APPENDIX I

DEFINITIONS OF “INFRASTRUCTURE”

1. Definition of “infrastructure” in Hong Kong
Definition of “infrastructure” under the Unified Fund
Exemption Regime of Hong Kong (i.e. profits tax
exemption for funds):69
Pursuant to section 20AP(4) of the Inland Revenue Ordinance,
infrastructure means any publicly or privately owned facility
providing or distributing services for the benefit of the public,
and includes any water, sewage, energy, fuel, transportation
or communication facility.
Hong Kong SAR Government Budget 2021-22
Policy areas under Infrastructure are classified as below:
1. Buildings, lands, planning, heritage conservation,
greening and landscape
2. Land and waterborne transport
3. Water supply, drainage and slope safety

2. Definition under “FAST-Infra Sustainable Infrastructure
Framework”70 released in November 2021
The FAST-Infra Sustainable Infrastructure Label (SI Label)
is a globally applicable label for projects demonstrating
significant positive sustainability performance. The FAST-Infra
Sustainable Infrastructure Framework (SI Framework) sets out
requirements and guidance for market participants seeking
to apply the SI Label for infrastructure assets. Annex 1 of SI
Framework provides an Indicative and Non-Exhaustive List
of Eligible Sustainable Infrastructure Assets that have the
potential to be labelled sustainable (however alignment to the
list does not confer automatic qualification). In particular, the
non-exhaustive list indicates the following assets:
1.

Renewable Energy: electricity, steam, and / or heat / cool
from solar, wind, hydro, geothermal, bio-energy, ocean
energy, waste-to-energy.

2. Green Buildings & Social Infrastructure: greenfield,
existing buildings, and retrofit of buildings / facilities for
residential; health; education; and commercial purposes
(e.g. storage, processing facilities, cold storage); and
other buildings / facilities using low-carbon technologies,
energy efficiency measures and / or sustainable products.

4. Data Infrastructure: broadband networks; smart
technology; infrastructure for remote power system
management and / or GHG emission reductions.
5. Water, Wastewater, & Sanitation: water, wastewater, and
/ or sewage supply and / or recycling systems, including
treatment, storage, transportation, distribution, and
monitoring; water harvesting, irrigation, and drainage
systems.
6. Electricity Transmission & Distribution: transmission lines;
distribution systems; energy storage; smart grids for
renewable energy; mini grids / distributed renewable
generation systems.
7.

Solid Waste Management: solid waste collection,
storage, processing, treatment, recycling, transport, and
disposal; anaerobic digestion of bio-waste, composting
of bio-waste; landfill gas capture, transport, and / or
sequestration.

8. Nature-based Solutions: utilization of existing or rebuilt
natural landscapes – such as forests, floodplains, and
wetlands – that provide ecosystem services, as standalone
and / or as part of a built infrastructure solution.

3. Global Infrastructure Company Classification Standard
The GICCS has developed a 4-pillar classification system of
infrastructure companies for the purposes of including:71
4. Business Risk Classification – infrastructure must be
“used” to have value, this differentiates it from other
real-assets. The long-term contracts that sit behind the
infrastructure determines its usability;
5. Industrial Classification – 68 individual industrial
subclasses or asset-level categories;
6. Geo-economics Classification – national, regional and
global infrastructure;
7.

Corporate-Governance Classifications – monitored v
unmonitored project companies and corporates.

3. Clean Transport: electric, hydrogen and / or hybrid for
public, urban / inter-urban rail, freight, multi-modal
transport; infrastructure for clean energy vehicles and
reduction of harmful emissions.
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4. OECD Definition

7. IPF Research definition75

Public infrastructure is defined as facilities, structures,
networks, systems, plant, property, equipment, or physical
assets – and the enterprises that employ them – that provide
public goods, or goods that meet a politically mandated,
fundamental need that the market is not able to provide
on its own. … These services range from the traditional
public-sector domains of defence, law enforcement, power
generation, water, sanitation and transport to the social
infrastructure, such as health care, social security, skills
development, knowledge and innovation. The nature of
the asset also varies from traditional fixed assets such as
bridges and buildings to ICT architecture. In addition, sound
public infrastructure is a key driver of enhanced capacity for
real economic growth, both in the short and long terms.
Infrastructure networks reduce the effect of distance, help
integrate markets, and provide the necessary connections
to international markets. These networks are also trade
enhancing, especially when it comes to exports. Infrastructure
services such as energy and water are critical inputs in
production chains, the availability and quality of which
determine both the quantity and price of outputs.72

The definition of what constitutes real estate can be imposed
on a top-down basis, for example by asset allocation
processes or by reference to a set of common characteristics.
Type of land and building alone seems insufficient. A better
focus would be on the factors that drive risk and return:
source of income, exposure to operational risk, legal structure
and institutional factors.
Infrastructure, for example, includes buildings and other
structures on land that create cashflows. Their land and
physical structure give these a real estate component but the
distinct ‘project risk’ element to infrastructure is frequently
seen as a different source of risk from real estate, reflecting
the regulatory/policy and operational risks of infrastructure
cashflows and the specific characteristics of infrastructure
projects.

8. Callan Definition76
In general, infrastructure facilitates the movement of people,
goods, and ideas, and it is essential for the economic
productivity of a society. Infrastructure assets commonly have
many of the following characteristics:

5. OECD Glossary of Statistical Terms
The system of public works in a country, state or region,
including roads, utility lines and public buildings.73

6. World Bank Definition74
Collection and
transport
Treatment/
disposal

waste collection, waste transport, and
both

sorting and recycling, mechanical and
biological treatment, incineration/ waste
to energy, and sanitary landfill
Electricity
generation, transmission, and distribution
Natural
gas transmission and distribution
ICT
ICT backbone like hard infrastructure
cable assets (such as fiber optic networks
and other types of broadband networks)
where the Government is involved either
through being a contracting authority
(i.e., a party to a concession agreement),
the owner of the assets, or some other
form of government support.
Airports
runway and terminal
Ports
channel dredging and terminal
Railways
fixed assets, freight, local passenger/light
rail, and regional passenger
Road
bridge, highway, and tunnel
Treatment plant potable and sewerage treatment plants
Utilities
water utilities with and without
sewerage service, sewerage collection
and treatment

1. Long and useful lives;
2. Monopoly market position or high barriers to entry;
3. Operation in a regulated environment or other resistance
to economic cycles;
4. Stable cash flows, often linked to inflation;
5. Difficult to replicate due to high construction costs or
scarcity of resources (i.e., land, equipment, or planning
restrictions).
Infrastructure assets differ from real estate assets in that
they are operating businesses which require a high level of
expertise—to manage the actual physical asset as well as
to work with regulators and their local communities—to
be successful. Similar to real estate, though, investors are
interested in the predictable stream of distributions from
operations over a long horizon of asset ownership.

9. Infrastructure South Australia77
Definition: The physical assets and structures that enable
the services necessary to sustain or enhance the economy or
liveability of South Australia. Under the Growth State plan,
key sectors identified are: digital, education, health, housing,
justice, tourism, sport & culture, transport (passenger and
freight), utilities (energy, water, waste).
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10. Definition of “infrastructure” mentioned in the policy
paper released by HM Treasury in March 2021 regarding
the proposed new UK Infrastructure Bank78
The policy paper mentions that the Bank’s primarily focus
will be on the economic infrastructure sectors covered in
the National Infrastructure Strategy, including clean energy,
transport, digital, water and waste. But initially, the bank
will be using the definition of infrastructure from the
Infrastructure (Financial Assistance) Act, which includes: a)
water, electricity, gas, telecommunications, sewerage or other
services; b) railway facilities (including rolling stock); roads or
other transport facilities; c) health or educational facilities; d)
court or prison facilities; and e) housing.

11. Definition from CAIA curriculum
(from a view of alternatives investors)
Investable infrastructure is typically differentiated from other
assets with seven primary characteristics:
1. Public use

2. Monopolistic
power

3. Government
related

4. Essential

5. Cash
generating

6. Conducive to
privatization
of control
7. Capital
intensive
with
long-term
horizons

Pefers to the idea that the associated
economic activity is assessed by a large
segment of the population or is viewed
as serving the general welfare of a
society.
refers to the extent to which services
are offered by a single provider or are
offered such that the provider can set
prices relatively free from competition.
refers to the extent to which the
underlying assets are typically created
by, owned by, managed by, or heavily
regulated by government.
Infrastructure assets tend to provide
essential goods or services, such as
electricity distribution. Hence, the
demand for the goods or services is
usually price inelastic, and cash inflows
tend to be stable and inflation protected.
Investable infrastructure tends to be
focused on assets that directly generate
cash, such as toll roads, rather than
similar assets that are supported by
general tax revenues, such as highways
other than toll roads.
Investable infrastructure may possess
attributes that make the underlying
assets and systems relatively conducive
to privatization of managerial control.
Investable infrastructure is usually capital
intensive, with underlying assets that are
long term in nature.

The critical property of infrastructure (i.e., the most important
distinction between investable infrastructure and traditional
investments) is in the nature of the revenues, with investable
infrastructure generating a cash flow stream in a monopolistic
environment rather than in a competitive environment. An
investment in infrastructure generally relies on the purchase
or long-term lease of a facility that generates stable cash
flows, ideally growing with the rate of inflation.

12. Mentioning of “infrastructure” in the US Government’s
Infrastructure Bill
Traditional infrastructure including roads, bridges, public
transport networks, electric vehicles and vital hubs such as
ports and airports; transportation infrastructure and electric
vehicles; green housing, schools, power and water upgrades;
manufacturing subsidies, R&D; Elder and disability care;
broadband and job training.
There are 100% expensing rules for otherwise depreciable
assets that satisfy certain conditions but while certain
infrastructure assets qualify, it does not have to be
“infrastructure”. Further, there is an exception from US 30%
EBITDA interest deductibility rules for “real estate trades or
businesses” which includes some but not all infrastructure
assets.

13. Definition of “infrastructure” in the PRC
There is no clear definition of “infrastructure” under the PRC
tax laws and regulations. However, there is a definition of
“infrastructure” in the PRC government accounting standard
and the latest REITs regulation (i.e., Circular 958) which
summarises several types of infrastructure to be included in
the REITs pilot projects. See extracted contents below for
reference.
PRC government accounting standard79:
“公共基础设施主要包括市政基础设施（如城市道路、桥梁、
隧道、公交场站、路灯、广场、公园绿地、室外公共健身器材，以
及环卫、排水、供水、供电、供气、供热、污水处理、垃圾处理系
统等）、交通基础设施（如公路、航道、港口等）、水利基础设施
(如大坝、提防、水闸、泵站、渠道等)和其他公共基础设施。”
English (non-official): “Public infrastructure primarily includes
municipal infrastructure (e.g., urban roads, bridges, tunnels,
bus stations, street lights, squares, parks and green spaces,
outdoor public fitness equipment, as well as environmental
sanitation, drainage, water supply, power supply, gas supply,
heating, sewage treatment, garbage treatment system,
etc.), transportation infrastructure facilities (such as roads,
waterways, ports, etc.), water conservancy infrastructure
(such as dams, guards, sluices, pumping stations, channels,
etc.) and other public infrastructure.”
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Latest REITs regulation (i.e., Circular 958)80:
REITs试点项目包括下列行业：
1. 交通基础设施。包括收费公路、铁路、机场、港口项目。
2. 能源基础设施。包括风电、光伏发电、水力发电、天然气发
电、生物质发电、核电等清洁能源项目，特高压输电项目，
增量配电网、微电网、充电基础设施项目，分布式冷热电项
目。
3. 市政基础设施。包括城镇供水、供电、供气、供热项目，以
及停车场项目。
4. 生态环保基础设施。包括城镇污水垃圾处理及资源化利用
环境基础设施、固废危废医废处理环境基础设施、大宗固
体废弃物综合利用基础设施项目。
5. 仓储物流基础设施。应为面向社会提供物品储存服务并收
取费用的仓库，包括通用仓库以及冷库等专业仓库。
6. 园区基础设施。位于自由贸易试验区、国家级新区、国家级
与省级开发区、战略性新兴产业集群的研发平台、工业厂
房、创业孵化器、产业加速器、产业发展服务平台等园区基
础设施。其中，国家级与省级开发区以《中国开发区审核公
告目录（2018年版）》发布名单为准，战略性新兴产业集群
以国家发展改革委公布名单为准。
7.

新型基础设施。包括数据中心类、人工智能项目，5G、通信
铁塔、物联网、工业互联网、宽带网络、有线电视网络项目，
智能交通、智慧能源、智慧城市项目。

8. 保障性租赁住房。包括各直辖市及人口净流入大城市的保
障性租赁住房项目。
9. 探索在其他基础设施领域开展试点。
10. 具有供水、发电等功能的水利设施；
11. 自然文化遗产、国家 AAAAA 级旅游景区等具有较好收益
的旅游基础设施，其中自然文化遗产以《世界遗产名录》为
准。
English (non-official): REITs pilot projects include the following
industries:
1. Transportation infrastructure, including toll roads,
railways, airports, and ports projects.
2. Energy infrastructure, including wind power, photovoltaic
power generation, hydropower generation, natural gas
power generation, biomass power generation, nuclear
power and other clean energy projects, UHV power
transmission projects, incremental power distribution
networks, micro-grids, charging infrastructure projects,
and distributed cooling and heating power projects.

3. Municipal infrastructure, including urban water supply,
power supply, gas supply, heating projects, and parking
lot projects.
4. Ecological and environmental protection infrastructure,
including urban sewage and garbage treatment and
resource utilisation environmental infrastructure, solid
waste and hazardous waste medical waste treatment
environmental infrastructure, and bulk solid waste
comprehensive utilisation infrastructure projects.
5. Warehousing and logistics infrastructure. It should be a
warehouse that provides storage services for the society
and charges fees, including general warehouses and
specialised warehouses such as cold storage.
6. Park infrastructure, located in free trade pilot zones,
national new zones, national and provincial development
zones, strategic emerging industrial clusters R&D
platforms, industrial plants, business incubators, industrial
accelerators, industrial development service platforms
and other park infrastructure. Among them, national
and provincial development zones are subject to the
list published in the “China Development Zone Review
and Announcement Catalogue (2018 Edition)”, and
strategic emerging industrial clusters are subject to the
list published by the National Development and Reform
Commission.
7.

New infrastructure, including data centre, artificial
intelligence projects, 5G, communication towers, Internet
of Things, industrial Internet, broadband networks, cable
television network projects, intelligent transportation,
smart energy, and smart city projects.

8. Affordable rental housing, including the affordable rental
housing projects in municipalities and large cities with net
population inflows.
9. Explore pilot projects in other infrastructure areas.
a. Water conservancy facilities with the functions of
water supply and power generation;
b. Natural and cultural heritage, national AAAAA-level
tourist attractions and other tourism infrastructures
with good returns. Among them, the “World
Heritage List” shall prevail for the natural and cultural
heritage.
In addition to the above, the following infrastructure specific
policies at both national and local levels indicate the relevance
of how the term “infrastructure” may refer to in the Chinese
context:
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•

•

National level81: 2020年5月29日，国家发改委发布了
《关于加快开展县城城镇化补短板强弱项工作的通
知》，补短板任务包括医疗、教育、养老等公共设施建设；
垃圾处理、污水处理等环境卫生设施建设；市政管网、交
通等基础设施建设等 (Non-official English translation:
Waste management, sewage treatment and
other environmental health facilities, municipal
utility tunnels and transportation are referred to as
infrastructure).

For New Infrastructure, as highlighted in the report of
“Greater Bay Area – Green Infrastructure Investment
Opportunities83” released by Climate Bonds Initiative, the
National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC)
clarified that it could be divided into three categories:

Local level82: 本办法所称公共基础设施建设项目，是指
依照有关规定程序列入市、区人民政府（以下简称市、区
政府）近期建设规划或者年度建设项目计划的交通、能
源、环保、水务、重大体育文化设施等公共基础设施建设
项目 (Non-official English translation: Transportation,
energy, environmental protection, water, major
sports and cultural facilities and other public
infrastructure construction projects are deemed to
be infrastructure).

2. Converged infrastructure supported by applications of
new technologies such as the internet, big data, and
AI. These could include smart transportation and smart
energy;

1.

Information-based infrastructure such as 5G, industrial
Internet of things, artificial intelligence (AI), and
blockchain;

3. Innovative infrastructure that supports scientific research,
technology, and product development. Examples could
be major technology infrastructure, science education
infrastructure, industrial technology, and innovation
infrastructure.
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APPENDIX II

COMMON PRIVATE INFRASTRUCTURE FUND STRUCTURES IN APAC
Hong Kong Limited
Partnership Funds

Singapore Limited
Partnership Act

Singapore VCC

Cayman Islands Exempted
Limited Partnership

• The VCC is to be
governed by the Board
which will hold the
primary responsibility for
the governance of the
VCC.

• GP is considered to be
the operator of the
LPF. It has the ultimate
responsibility for
management and control
of the LPF.

Day to day management and appointment of IM

• GP (Hong Kong private
company, non-Hong
Kong company registered
with the Hong Kong
Companies Registry,
a natural person; or
a limited partnership)
has unlimited liability
for all the debts and
obligations, as well as
ultimate responsibility for
management and control
of the LPF.
• An IM must be
appointed by the GP
(and can be GP itself)
to carry out day to day
investment management
functions of the LPF.

• Similar to Hong Kong’s
regime, the general
partner will typically be
involved in the day-today operations of the
limited partnership (LP)
and has unlimited liability
for all the debts and
obligations, as well as
ultimate responsibility for
management and control
of the LPF.
• An LP must have a
local manager if all the
general partners are not
“ordinarily resident” in
Singapore.

• VCC must have at
least 1 director (nonauthorised schemes)
who is also a director or
qualified representative
of the fund management
company that will be
managing the VCC.
• The VCC must by
managed by a fund
manager regulated or
licenced by the MAS.

• IM (which may be the
GP) appointed can be
either a Hong Kong
resident over 18 years
old, a Hong Kong
company or a non-Hong
Kong company registered
in Hong Kong.
Licensing requirements for GP/IM/Operator

• Licensing requirements is
outside of LPF regime.
• If the IM carries out
regulated activities in
Hong Kong, it should
hold the requisite SFC
license(s).

• If the fund is managed
by the general partner
itself then it needs to be
licensed.
• If the GP assigns a local
manager for discharging
all obligations, then
local manager should be
licenced.

• The VCC will require a
Singapore regulated and
licensed fund manager
or it can use a Singapore
licensed bank to be the
fund manager.

• New Private Funds Law
2020 – Registration with
CIMA if exemptions are
not met.

• VCC shall engage a
financial institution from
the classes of financial
institutions set out by the
regulators to conduct
the necessary checks and
perform the measures
(e.g. Banks, licensed
finance companies,
licensed financial
advisers, registered/
licensed FMCs etc.).

• The operator (i.e. GP) of
a regulated fund has the
ultimate responsibility for
ensuring that the fund
conducts its affairs in
accordance with all the
anti-money laundering
requirements.

• No specific requirement
on manager licensing

AML/ CTF Obligations

• The GP must appoint a
responsible person (who
can be the GP) to carry
out obligations under
anti-money laundering
and counter-terrorist
financing (AML & CTF)
Ordinance (authorised
institutions, licensed
corporations, accounting
professional or legal
professional).

• Mandatory for all fund
managers to put in
place an anti-money
laundering framework
to identify, assess,
understand and address
its money laundering and
terrorism financing risks.
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Hong Kong Limited
Partnership Funds

Singapore Limited
Partnership Act

Singapore VCC

Cayman Islands Exempted
Limited Partnership

• Inward re-domiciliation is
currently not available

• Inward re-domiciliation is
possible

• Inward re-domiciliation is
possible

• MAS requires that assets
under management be
held by an independent
custodian that are
properly registered or
authorised in their home
jurisdiction, although
it recognises that PEVC
funds can adopt other
methods, subject to
appropriate disclosures
and other safeguards.

• Appointment of
custodian is not required
for restricted schemes
that are private equity
or venture capital
funds, provided that
investors have both
been informed of the
absence of custodial
arrangements and their
acknowledgement has
been obtained.

• A Private Fund shall appoint
a custodian for safekeeping
of Fund assets. Such
function may be performed
in house by the Manager/GP,
provided that the inherent
conflicts of interest are
addressed and disclosed to
investors.

• For the purposing
of meeting the
requirements of SG tax
incentive schemes for
funds – Section 13R and
Section 13X, Singapore
fund administrator is
required.

• For the purposing
of meeting the
requirements of SG tax
incentive schemes for
funds – Section 13R and
Section 13X, Singapore
fund administrator is
required.

• No requirements

• Not specified

• Not specified

• Valuations shall be performed
by an independent third
party that is appropriately
professionally qualified to
conduct valuations in a
non-high risk jurisdiction, an
administrator or the manager
or operator of the Private Fund
(provided that the valuation
function is independent from
the portfolio management
function or potential conflicts
of interest are properly
identified, managed,
monitored and disclosed to
the investors). Valuations
should be performed at least
annually.

• Local auditors
appointment

• Local auditors
appointment

• Local auditors
appointment

• Local auditors appointment

• No stipulation of
specific GAAP
requirements

• IFRS/SFRS/US GAAP

• IFRS/SFRS/US GAAP

Re-domiciliation

• Inward re-domiciliation
is possible
Custody of Assets

• The general partner
must ensure that there
are proper custody
arrangements for the
assets of the fund as
specified in the limited
partnership agreement
of the fund.

Fund Administrator

• No requirements

Valuations

• Not specified

Audit Requirement

• Financial Statements must
be prepared in accordance
with IFRS or the generally
accepted accounting
principles of the US, Japan,
Switzerland or any other
non-high risk jurisdiction.
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